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ABSTRACT
A novel piezoelectric-actuated wing system featuring dual actuators for increased wing control is
presented and evaluated for its forward-flight characteristics via theoretical modeling and physical
wind tunnel testing. Flapping wing aerial systems serve as a middle ground between the traditional
fixed-wing and rotary systems. Flapping wing aerial systems exhibit high maneuverability and
stability at low speeds (like rotary systems) while maintaining increased efficiency (like fixedwing systems). Flapping wings also eliminate the necessity of dangerous fast-moving propellers
and open the door to actuation mechanisms other than traditional motors. This research explores
one of these alternatives: the piezoelectric bending actuator. Piezoelectric materials produce a
mechanical strain when an electric charge is applied. With an applied sinusoidal voltage,
cantilevered bending piezoelectric actuators create oscillatory motion at the free end that can be
translated into wing movement much more directly than a rotational motor. This direct actuation
eliminates the need for gears and provides a mechanism for reducing the system's weight.
Furthermore, the simplified mechanism can improve robustness by removing contact surfaces that
can become clogged or worn (e.g., using gears). While piezoelectric flapping-wing flight has many
potential benefits, the combination has only been explored in insect-inspired hovering flight. This
work explores the feasibility of larger, forward-flight systems to identify a framework for
piezoelectrically-driven flapping-wing vehicles with wing-bending control. Theoretical and
experimental analysis methods are presented to study piezoelectric flapping wing motion
characteristics for lift and drag effects in flapping-wing aerial systems.
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NOMENCLATURE
UAV/UAS
FWAS

Unmanned aerial vehicle/system
Flapping wing aerial system

𝐷!

Electric flux density in a specified direction

𝑑!"

Piezoelectric charge coefficient; relates stress to electric flux
generation and electric field strength to mechanical strain

𝑇"

Mechanical stress; force per meter squared in a specified
direction

$
𝜀!#

Permittivity; the ability of a substance to store electrical
energy in an electric field

&
𝑠%"

Compliance coefficient; relates stress to strain

𝐸#

Electric field; voltage gradient in a specified direction

𝑆%

Mechanical strain; relative mechanical deformation in a
specified direction

𝑚'(

Equivalent mass for a mass-spring-damper system

𝑐'(

Equivalent damping coefficient for mass-spring-damper
system

𝑘'(

Equivalent stiffness for mass-spring-damper system

𝜓

Relationship between voltage and force for a specific
)*
piezoelectric actuator; )+

𝑉

Voltage

𝐹

Force

𝑧

Position of the free end of the piezoelectric actuator

𝑅𝑒

Reynolds number

𝜌

Density

𝐿

Characteristic length in Reynolds number equation

𝑢

Free velocity
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𝜇

Fluid viscosity

𝐶,

Lift coefficient

𝐶-

Drag coefficient

𝑔

Gravitational constant (9.8 m/s2)

𝜃

Wing spar angle

𝐿

Lift, aerodynamic force component perpendicular to airflow

𝐷

Drag, aerodynamic force component parallel to airflow

𝐿.'/0

Aerodynamic force component perpendicular to wing spar and
in y-z plane

𝐷.'/0

Aerodynamic force component parallel to x-axis

𝐿12#

Aerodynamic force component parallel to z-axis

𝛼

Angle-of-attack

𝛽

Angle between relative wind direction and x-axis

𝐽

Moment of inertia

𝜙̇

Average wing spar angular velocity
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Unmanned Aerial System Overview and Motivation
Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) can be utilized in a wide variety of applications, including
defense, surveillance, agriculture management, building inspections, wildlife photography,
disaster rescue, entertainment, hazardous environment inspections, and more. Improvements in
fabrication technology have broadened the capabilities and reduced the requisite size of UAS.
However, flight times for small electric-powered UAS typically remain less than 15 minutes,
resulting from limited battery energy density and weight. In addition, traditional rotary and fixedwing UAS require high-speed rotors possessing a high audible signature and potentially posing a
danger to users, bystanders, and wildlife. One explored solution to these drawbacks is FlappingWing Aerial Systems (FWAS). The FWAS is a hybrid between rotary and fixed-wing UAS
configurations. FWAS exhibit high maneuverability and stability at low speeds, comparable to
rotary systems while maintaining higher efficiency similar to fixed-wing systems [1]. Flying at
low velocities allows UAS to maneuver in tighter spaces and indoor environments [2]. FWAS are
generally quieter due to the slower tip speeds of their wings [3]. Moreover, the flapping wings
provide ample area for solar power collection and other energy harvesting systems, enabling
extended flight time without the need for significant power supply advancements.
Within the field of flapping-wing flight, most systems are actuated via electrical motors due to
their maturity and low cost [4], but electrical motors have their limitations. For one, electrical
motors become increasingly inefficient at decreasing sizes [4]. Secondly, transforming motor
rotation into a flapping wing motion often requires a system of gears and linkages. These
transmission systems add weight and open the possibility of clogged gears and eventual friction
wear, leading to possible failures. Many actuation methods can be more directly converted into a
flapping motion, but few can be efficiently and usefully incorporated into a lightweight FWAS
[5]. One of those few is piezoelectric actuation; piezoelectric bimorph actuators possess the
necessary power density and actuation distance required to support flight in small FWAS, as
demonstrated by Jafferis et al. [6]. Currently, the UAS market was estimated to be over $27 billion
in 2021, with expectations to grow to over $58 billion by 2026 [7]. With the benefits described,
piezoelectric flapping-wing flight can take advantage of the quickly expanding market.
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While piezoelectric flight has been achieved, it has only been attempted in hovering-focused
systems. Piezoelectric flight has not yet demonstrated untethered flight for an extended period or
the ability to carry a useful sensor payload. An area that has not yet been addressed is the feasibility
of piezoelectric actuation in forward flight. A system only needs to produce enough thrust to
overcome drag to sustain forward flight. With a high enough lift-to-drag ratio, the required lift can
be generated with significantly less power than its hovering counterpart [8]. This research
addresses the feasibility of a piezoelectrically actuated flapping-wing designed for forward flight.
The two primary goals of the design are as follows:
•

analyze the required thrust production to overcome drag forces

•

provide sufficient lift production to carry a useful payload (e.g., GPS, IMU, camera)

1.2 Aerodynamics of Flapping-Wing Flight
Conventional fixed-wing aircraft divide the labor of flight by employing wings for lift and a
propeller for thrust. The system relies on a high lift-to-drag ratio that allows for sufficient lift with
minimal drag. At cruising velocity, the propeller needs only to generate thrust equal to the present
drag. The higher the lift-to-drag ratio is, the less work a propeller must do to maintain flight.
Conversely, a low lift-to-drag ratio requires more propeller output and larger, more powerful
motors or engines. As aircraft size and speed decrease, the lift-to-drag ratio also decreases. As a
result, the thrust system becomes proportionally larger and heavier as the aircraft becomes smaller
and slower. The phenomenon can be understood by examining the Reynolds number of the aircraft
[8], shown below:
𝑅𝑒 =

𝜌𝑢𝐿
𝜇

(1.1)

where 𝜌, 𝑢, 𝐿, and 𝜇 represent the density of the fluid medium, free velocity, characteristic length,
and dynamic viscosity, respectively. The Reynolds number is the ratio of inertial forces to viscous
forces. In the context of flight, larger inertial forces generally lead to more lift, and more viscous
or frictional forces lead to more drag [9]. At small sizes (𝐿) and low speeds (𝑢), the relatively high
viscous forces tend to dominate and create increased drag. However, the motion of flapping wings
causes the Reynolds number to rise by increasing the free velocity. While the system may be
moving relatively slowly, the free velocity must now also account for the speed of the flapping
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wings, which will be higher than the system itself. As a result, insects and small birds can fly with
higher Reynolds numbers and higher lift-to-drag ratios than predicted by wing size and flight
speed.
In addition to providing lift, flapping wings must simultaneously produce adequate thrust to
overcome drag. Several steady and unsteady dynamics can produce desirable aerodynamics.
Steady dynamics arise from classical understandings of lift and drag, where an airflow imparts a
force on an object that alters its flow. In the case shown in Figure 1, the airflow is redirected
downward by a fixed wing, represented as a flat plate. The resulting force applied to the wing can
be divided into vertical and horizontal components (typically called lift and drag). The lift
component should be significantly larger than the drag component for efficient flight.
Lift Component

Total Resultant Force

Airflow
Drag Component
Wing (represented as flat plate)
Figure 1: Lift and drag forces for stationary inclined flat plate

There is no forward thrust imparted onto the plate by the airflow, as observed in Figure 1. In
steady aerodynamics for a flat plate, airflow cannot (in general) induce a force with a component
opposite the direction of initial airflow. However, as a flapping wing moves up and down, the
relative direction of airflow changes. The relative airflow direction tilts upward as a wing flaps
downward, as shown in Figure 2. Moreover, since the lift force component is always perpendicular
to the airflow, the altered angle of airflow causes the lift vector to tilt forward. Assuming there is
a high lift-to-drag ratio, the lift vector needs to tilt forward slightly for its horizontal component to
overcome the drag vector. The drag vector also tilts upward on the downstroke, increasing the total
lift.
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Lift Component

Total Resultant Force
Drag Component

i
lat
Re

l
irf
eA

ow

v

Wing (represented as flat plate)
Wing Motion Direction

Figure 2: Lift and drag forces for flapping inclined flat plate, downstroke

The forward and vertical resultant force propels the wing forward while simultaneously producing
the necessary lift for flight. The downstroke is the primary source of lift and thrust [1]. As shown
in Figure 3, a wing flapping upward does not produce the desired resultant force. The effect is one
reason many birds fold in their wings during their upstroke and extend them during their
downstroke [10].

Re
la

tiv
e

Air
fl

Wing Motion Direction

ow
Wing (represented as flat plate)
Drag Component

Lift Component

Total Resultant Force

Figure 3: Lift and drag forces for flapping inclined flat plate, upstroke

The equations that govern these steady dynamics are well understood. Consider the wing shown
in Figure 4. The lift and drag of each wing section can be calculated and summed to determine
the overall forces produced.
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Axis of Rotation

x
c(y)

y

dy

Figure 4: Flat plate wing with key modeling aspects labeled [11]

The lift equation in its simplest form is as follows [11]:
1
𝐿 = 𝜌𝐶, 𝑢3 𝑆
2

(1.2)

Divided into differential sections and applied to a flapping wing in forward flight results in:
1
𝑑𝐿 = 𝜌𝐶, (𝛼(𝑡))I𝑢3 + 𝜙̇ 3 (𝑡)𝑦 3 L𝑐(𝑦)𝑑𝑦
2

(1.3)

where 𝐿 is the lift, 𝜌 is the fluid density, 𝑆 is the wing area, 𝑢 is the free fluid velocity, and 𝜙̇ is
the angular velocity of the wing about the x-axis; 𝑐 and 𝑦 are defined in Figure 4; 𝐶, is the lift
coefficient and a function of 𝛼, the angle-of-attack. The resultant lift from Eq. (1.3) describes a
force perpendicular to the velocity vector formed by summing the free fluid velocity vector and
the negative of the instantaneous wing section velocity, which is equal to -𝜙̇(𝑡)𝑦.
The differential drag can be similarly represented:
1
𝑑𝐷 = 𝜌𝐶- I𝛼(𝑡)LI𝑢3 + 𝜙̇ 3 (𝑡 )𝑦 3 L𝑐(𝑦)𝑑𝑦
2

(1.4)

where 𝐶- is the drag coefficient, which is a function of 𝛼. The drag force is parallel to the velocity
vector summation mentioned above.
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The total lift and drag can be found by integrating along the length of the wing:
4

𝐿=O
5
4

𝐷=O
5

1
𝜌𝐶 I𝛼(𝑡)LI𝑢3 + 𝜙̇ 3 (𝑡)𝑦 3 L𝑐(𝑦)𝑑𝑦
2 ,

(1.5)

1
𝜌𝐶 I𝛼(𝑡)LI𝑢3 + 𝜙̇ 3 (𝑡)𝑦 3 L𝑐(𝑦)𝑑𝑦
2 -

(1.6)

For a quasi-steady state description, the lift and drag can be calculated as a function of time for an
entire wing-flapping cycle [11]. While the computation and integration are trivial, the lift and drag
coefficients can be difficult to identify, particularly for irregular or flexible wings.
Moreover, steady mechanics alone cannot describe the flight characteristics of many flying
creatures such as small birds and insects [8]. When smaller flying creatures cycle their wings at
higher rates, the influence of unsteady dynamics increases. The non-dimensional parameter known
as the advance ratio can predict the dominance of steady influences. The advance ratio compares
the fluid velocity to the wingtip velocity [12]:
Advance Ratio =

𝑢
2Φ𝜔𝑅

(1.7)

where 𝑢 is the free fluid velocity, Φ is the wing cycle amplitude, 𝜔 is the flapping frequency, and
𝑅 is the wing length. While there is no firm line dividing steady and unsteady, Dudley [12]
concluded that an advance ratio of greater than 10 leads to the dominance of steady aerodynamics.
When the advance ratio falls below 10, the impact of unsteady aerodynamics will likely be
significant. There is no method to determine the exact impact of unsteady aerodynamics. However,
several unsteady mechanisms, such as delayed stall, wake capture, rapid pitch-up, and clap-andfling, have been identified and described qualitatively.
Aircraft stall refers to the phenomenon where airflow over a leading-edge separates from the wing
surface, significantly decreasing the resulting lift. A low-pressure vortex develops behind the
leading-edge when a flapping wing moves through its downstroke [8]. The low-pressure zone acts
as a vacuum, pulling the airflow close to the flapping wing and minimizing flow separation. This
mechanism is called the leading-edge vortex or delayed stall.
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Wake capture arises when the airflow disturbance created by a wing stroke impacts the future wing
strokes. Wake capture can cause boosts to lift and thrust when wing cycle frequency, flight speed,
and wing rotation are appropriately aligned [11]. The dual actuation of the presented design allows
for wing rotation control and the possible utilization of wake capture [8], [12], [13].
Rapid pitch-up refers to a quick transition from a small angle-of-attack to a large angle, particularly
as the wing transitions from downstroke to upstroke. The resulting rotation can lead to increased
lift and less loss of lift for the overall upstroke [8], [12], [13]. As with wake capture, the
employment of rapid pitch-up mechanics requires the type of wing rotation control provided by
dual actuation.
In practice, unsteady mechanisms enhance the base of aerodynamic forces provided by quasisteady mechanics. The added lift and thrust are beneficial for flyers operating in low Reynolds
numbers where the margins of flight are slim and energy-intensive. Unfortunately, the precise
effects of the unsteady mechanisms are difficult to predict. The resulting unpredictability is why
flapping-wing systems often mimic techniques observed in natural flyers.

1.3 Bioinspired Flapping-Wing Flight
Bioinspired flapping-wing flight utilizes existing biological flyers as a heuristic model for design.
One obvious motivation for utilizing bioinspiration is the many desirable flight maneuvers such as
ground takeoff and landing, tight turns, efficient soaring, and more observed in natural flyers.
Another reason is the complex nature of flapping-wing aerodynamics. While flapping wings are
often similar in shape to fixed wings, flapping-wing flight cannot be fully explained by transposing
the well-known aerodynamics of fixed-wing flight to the moving wings of a FWAS in a quasisteady approach, especially at small sizes. The discrepancy is due to the unsteady fluid flows
induced by previous positions and motions of wings, which can significantly impact the
aerodynamics of future wing motion. Precise analysis of these flows and their effects is complex
due to their unsteady nature. Empirical data from natural flyers reveal the results of the unsteady
mechanics, and the generalized data can be used as guiding principles for design. For example,
Table 1 contains a list of power functions relating mass in kilograms to various flight parameters
of avian flight.
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Table 1: Collection of empirical power functions describing avian flight parameters in relation to mass (kg) [9]

Parameter

Dimensions

Wingspan
Wing Area
Speed at Minimum Power
Minimum Power
Wing Cycle frequency

meter
meter2
meter/second
Watt
Hz

Empirical Power Function
m = mass in kg
1.17(m)0.39
0.16(m)0.72
5.70(m)0.16
10.9(m)0.19
3.98(m)-0.27

To assess the validity of these functions, Figure 5 shows the function curves compared against
previously developed FWAS. While not all the system parameters are in the area of the predicted
curves, the empirical data reasonably describe the trend. By combining the avian and FWAS data,
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Figure 5: (a) Wingspan related to mass; (b) Most efficient flight speed related to mass; (c) Minimum power related
to mass; (d) Wing area related to mass; (e) Average flapping frequency related to mass
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1.4 Piezoelectric Actuation
Piezoelectric materials produce strain in response to an electric field and voltage in response to
mechanical stress. The nature of these two interactions can be described by the following coupled
equations, shown in the general form [14], [15]:
$
𝐷! = 𝑑!" 𝑇" + 𝜀!#
𝐸#

(1.8)

&
𝑆% = 𝑠%"
𝑇" + 𝑑#% 𝐸"

(1.9)

where:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

𝐼, 𝐽 ∶ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 𝑜𝑟 6 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧, 𝑦𝑧, 𝑥𝑧, 𝑜𝑟 𝑥𝑦); the components of stress or strain
𝑖, 𝑗 ∶ 1, 2, 𝑜𝑟 3 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑜𝑟 𝑧); principal directions
𝐷! : electric displacement in the i-direction
𝑑!" : piezoelectric charge coefficient relating electric field in the i-direction to strain in the
J-direction
𝑇" : mechanical stress in the J-direction
$
𝜀!#
: permittivity of the piezoelectric material polarized in the i-direction with an electric
field in the j-direction, in an unstressed condition
𝐸# : electric field strength in the j-direction
𝑆% : I-component mechanical strain
&
𝑠%"
: mechanical compliance relating the I-component of strain to the J-component of stress,
in the absence of an electric field

In the case of piezoelectric benders, electrodes are placed perpendicular to the z-direction, which
is also the direction of polarization. The electrodes induce an electric field in the direction shown
by the red arrows in Figure 6. In the bimorph configuration shown, a positive electric field across
plate “A” causes the plate to expand in the z-direction and contract in the x-direction. If plate “B”
is undeformed, plate “A’s” contraction in the x-direction will cause the beam to bend and deflect
the free end upward. If the plates reverse roles, the free end will deflect downward. Alternating
between the two states produces an oscillatory motion similar to flapping wings. If the beam
consists of only one PZT plate, it is called a unimorph actuator. Unimorphs exhibit a smaller range
of motion [16] and are less apt than bimorphs for flapping-wing actuation.
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z,3
x,1

Figure 6: Graphical representation of a piezoelectric bimorph bender configuration. Reprinted by permission from
Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH [6]

PZT refers to lead-zirconate-titanate and is the most utilized piezoelectric material for flappingwing flight [17]. PZT is a piezoelectric ceramic with high actuation displacement and endurance
[16]. While PZT’s endurance is better than many other piezoelectric materials, mechanical
breakdown remains the primary limitation of the material as an actuator. Actuator lifetime,
displacement, and force production are circumscribed by the ability of the piezoelectric material
to withstand stress and strain without fracture. As such, there have been many efforts to improve
the robustness of piezoelectric materials [16]. The Bimitech actuator used in this research
addresses the issue by including an epoxy resin that applies a prestress to minimize fracture. In
addition, the piezoelectric materials are encased in silicone to reduce the impacts of moisture and
increase the durability of the actuator.
The dynamics of PZT actuation are inherently nonlinear due to hysteresis and system parameters
$
&
(𝑑!" , 𝑠%"
, and 𝜀!#
) that vary with strain and electric field [18]. However, at small deflections and

frequencies at or below the first resonant frequency, the actuators can be assumed linear with
sufficient accuracy [19]. The linear approximation is modeled by the following second-order linear
ordinary differential equation:
𝑚'( 𝑧̈ + 𝑐'( 𝑧̇ + 𝑘'( 𝑧 = 𝜓𝑉 − 𝐹67

(1.10)

where 𝑚'( , 𝑐'( , and 𝑘'( represent equivalent mass, damping, and beam stiffness, respectively.
The three parameters must be determined for each actuator according to its construction and
application. The 𝜓 term represents

)*
)+

and is related to the piezoelectric coefficient 𝑑89 for

bimorphs; 𝑉 and 𝐹67 are the applied voltage and load force, respectively; and 𝑧 is the position of
the free end of the actuator. The basic framework is incorporated into the actuation portion of the
system model presented in Section 4.0.
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Karpelson et al. [20] reviewed actuation methods and power electronics in preparation for the
design of the RoboBee. The review analyzed electrostatic actuators, shape memory alloys, thermal
actuators, dielectric elastomers, and piezoelectric actuators in the context of micro air vehicle
flight. Dielectric elastomers and piezoelectric actuators were deemed capable of powering flight
thanks to their power density, actuation distance, and blocking force. However, dielectric
elastomers were eliminated due to the requisite weight of the support power electronics.
Piezoelectric actuators, they concluded, are most apt for use in small-scale UASs. The primary
difficulties of piezoelectric actuation lie in their actuation distance and high voltage requirements.
These aspects require additional mechanical and electrical equipment to enable flight. A limitation
of the review is the discrete design parameters that were analyzed – only wings less than 4
centimeters in length were considered and only in hovering flight. This work expands upon the
results of this review by examining the feasibility of forward flight using piezoelectric actuation.
Once piezoelectric actuation is chosen, one must look at how best to utilize the material. Jafferis
et al. [16] explored the best practices of piezoelectric actuation in the context of flapping-wing
flight. First, the type of piezoelectric material was chosen between PZT-5H and single crystal PZT.
Single crystal PZT has the largest actuation distance, a critical feature for actuation, and extremely
low fracture toughness. PZT-5H exhibited less actuation distance but significantly higher fracture
toughness. Jafferis et al. determined that longevity was more critical for a system with real-world
utility and chose PZT-5H. Then, the arrangement of PZT-5H was chosen to be a bimorph over
unimorph as the bimorph allowed for increased actuation distance without sacrificing toughness.
The concept of maximizing fracture toughness was critical for flapping-wing flight as it is a
limiting factor for actuation distance and longevity – both key for practical flapping-wing flight.
Jafferis et al. found edge roughness to be negatively correlated with fracture toughness and
proposed a method of decreasing roughness via laser etching. It must also be noted that fracture
toughness decreased with electric field strength. The correlation resulted from the PZT
compression occurring under an electric field. Another best practice is utilizing stiff materials to
connect the actuator to the load for improved force and energy transmission. When all the best
practices were combined, the resulting actuators displayed energy densities of 4.5 J/kg, which is
30 times better than many commercially available actuators. While the actuators utilized in this
thesis are commercial, they have been designed with a carbon fiber casing to increase fracture
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toughness while maintaining blocking force. The actuators studied in this thesis also have actuation
distances more than double the actuators described in the review.
Wu et al. [21] proposed a novel method for increasing piezoelectric actuation distance by utilizing
preloaded springs that run parallel to the bending beam, as seen in Figure 7. In essence, the springs
create two potential wells that the actuator can employ to extend its actuation. An essential
requirement for this design is that the actuator must overcome the springs and the load to return to
the center. As a result, the concept of preloading is only helpful for circumstances with low loads
and high displacement needs. In addition, using a preloaded spring complicates the system model
by making it nonlinear. The design used in this research does not utilize a preloaded spring
mechanism, but a similar mechanism may be needed for future iterations to achieve the desired
actuator characteristics.

Figure 7: Visual representation of preloaded spring design concept [21]
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2.0 REVIEW OF EXISTING FLAPPING-WING SYSTEMS
This section summarizes and analyzes previous flapping-wing UASs and piezoelectric actuation
mechanisms. The review includes literature that addresses both electrical motor-actuated and
piezoelectric-actuated FWAS. The first section describes several literature reviews on the FWAS
and their conclusions.

2.1 Flapping Wing UAS - Review of Reviews
Chen and Zhang [4] reviewed flapping-wing micro air vehicles to identify best practices for design
and fabrication. In their conclusion, electrical motor-driven flight is chosen as the current best
practice for flapping-wing flight due to its maturity and low cost. However, so-called artificial
muscle actuators are identified as necessary for micro flapping-wing fliers as the efficiency of
motors is dramatically reduced at small sizes. In addition, while evaluating piezoelectric actuators
against dielectric elastomers, electrostatic elastomers, and electromagnetic actuators, the review
notes that only piezoelectric actuators have been successful in actual flight. While the review
identifies piezoelectric actuators as an area of promise, it fails to recognize several other benefits
of piezoelectric flight. The study notes that individually controlled wings provide a significantly
improved flight envelope. However, the study does not recognize the ability of piezoelectric
actuators to control individual wings with a much smaller requisite size and weight than electrical
motors.
Abas et al. [22] presented a similar large-scale review focusing on insect-like micro air vehicles
and bird-like ornithopters. The study reviews several key aspects: kinematics, wing membranes,
and flapping mechanisms, with particular attention paid to the effect of low Reynolds numbers.
Like Chen and Zhang [3], Abas et al. identify piezoelectric actuation as a critical point of research
and identify two other areas of future work that this design addresses: mechanism robustness in
harsh environments and small-scale ornithopter flight (forward flight). The review also notes that
few flapping wing system models include wing mass because its inclusion leads to a more
complicated model. However, wing mass may become significant at small sizes and be worthy of
inclusion. For this reason, wing mass is included in the system model developed for this study.
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Orlowski and Girard [23] reviewed flying wing system models for biological flight and
ornithopters. Like Abas et al. [14], they conclude that wing mass is too often ignored, and its
inclusion leads to a more accurate model.

2.2 Flapping Wing UAS Examples - Electric Motors
Chin et al. [24] designed a flapping wing system with a mass of 26 grams and a 28-centimeter
wingspan in an X-wing arrangement. The UAS is powered via a single motor that actuates all four
wings, while a set of two servos actuates a + shaped tail for directional control. Nylon flexure
joints are utilized to allow the passive bending of polyurethane wings. While it is built primarily
for hovering, the design is also capable of brief moments of gliding and agile turns. As part of the
study’s analysis, Chin et al. found that the motor’s mechanical energy was 40% more efficiently
converted into thrust via flapping than a propeller. One drawback of the design is exposed gears
which are liable to be clogged in outdoor conditions, and a protective layer will add weight. The
use of piezoelectric actuation explored in this thesis overcomes the gap and eliminates the source
of extra weight.
Widhiarini et al. [25] developed a design similar to the design explored in this work, relying on
forward flight and featuring flat, flexible wings (Figure 8). In addition, the wing actuation system
featured a double-crank mechanism to induce increased wing bending. This thesis will consider
similar wing bending and control via dual piezoelectric actuators. The double-crank led to a
significant increase in lift. The motors, mechanisms, protective layers, and other components
added up to a mass of over 100 grams in the single crank system and 200 grams in the double
crank system - both utilized a wingspan of 50 cm. This work aims to use piezoelectric actuation to
gain the benefits of the double-crank mechanism demonstrated by Widhiarini et al. without the
corresponding weight penalty. Furthermore, dual actuation enables in-flight control over wing
rotation, whereas a double crank system induces a fixed level of rotation.
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Figure 8: Wing drive mechanisms. (a-1) Photograph of FMAV with single-crank system; (a-2) schematic of singlecrank system, in which front cranks are connected to front spars; (a-3) flapping angle of single-crank system; (b-1)
photograph of FMAV with double- crank system; (b-2) schematic of double-crank system; (b-3) flapping angle of
double-crank system. Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH [25].

Gerdes et al., a team from the University of Maryland, identified independent wing control as a
critical area of future research and critical to more advanced flapping-wing control [10]. Gerdes et
al. then pursued the concept by designing and building the Robo Raven, a raven-inspired
ornithopter with a wingspan of 1.168 meters and wings independently controlled by servo motors
[3]. The design (Figure 9) features several items incorporated into this thesis's design, including
flexible wings, independently controlled wing actuation, and forward flight. However, using servo
motors instead of piezoelectric actuators leads to a heavier and larger design. In addition, the Robo
Raven is controlled via tail actuation and cannot perform the tight maneuvers expected from dualwing actuation.
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Figure 9: Fully assembled Robo Raven [3]

The Delfly is a series of state-of-the-art X-wing UASs designed by a team at Delft University with
the expressed goal of self-sustained flight with an onboard camera – a goal shared by this thesis.
One notable design from the series is the Delfly Explorer [2], which boasts autonomous object
avoidance and height control via a lightweight onboard stereo vision system and a barometer,
respectively. The Delfly Explorer has a 28-centimeter wingspan, a mass of 20 grams, and is
passively stable while hovering, but it lacks quick maneuverability. In contrast, the Delfly Nimble
demonstrates the viability of tight maneuvers without a tail with a wingspan of 33 centimeters and
a mass of 28.2 grams [26]. Dual-actuated, individually controlled wings produce the Delfly
Nimble’s agility [27]. The Delfly Nimble requires active attitude stabilization, but it can perform
rapid, banked turns and fly forward at a speed of 7 m/s. The Delfly designs all feature exposed
gears that relegate the flyers to clean environments or require coverings at the cost of payload.
This issue can be resolved by piezoelectric actuation.

2.3 Flapping Wing UAS Examples - Piezoelectric Actuation
Cox et al. [28] presented an early study on piezoelectric actuation in flapping-wing flight. While a
successful prototype was not shown, several wing actuation mechanisms were explored. The
mechanisms featured four and five-bar configurations and produced motion with one degree-offreedom. As a result, wing bending must occur passively and, therefore, depends on the wing
motion frequency and the wings' material properties. The method allows for a simpler and lighter
mechanism. However, it severely limits the operational range of the wings, compared to dualactuated wings, which do not rely on passive bending. The Cox et al. wing designs did produce up
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to 12 grams of lift from a single wing in a hovering configuration, which paved the way for the
future success of the RoboBee. Forward flight was not explored as the proposed designs were too
small for the forward-flight regime.
The first and only self-sustained piezoelectric flight was performed by the RoboBee (Figure 10),
a design by Jafferis et al. [6]. The RoboBee exhibits a wingspan less than 5 centimeters and weighs
less than 500 milligrams. The X-wing design is powered via six 1-centimeter square photovoltaic
cells and can fly for less than a second under UV lights transmitting power at three times the
density of sunlight for its maiden flight. A set of two bimorph actuators are used to drive the Xwing formation, which includes the possibility of more degrees-of-freedom like the DelFly
Nimble. However, RoboBee only utilized a single drive signal to eliminate weight that would
result from additional electronics. The primary drawbacks of the RoboBee are related to its size as
it cannot carry a camera or enough energy for extended flight. The higher efficiency of forward
flight may produce piezoelectric flight with more utility than its hovering form.

Figure 10: (a) Labeled design of RoboBee with photovoltaic array, X-wing formation, and custom lightweight
electronics. (b) Photos showing brief self-sustained flight of RoboBee. Reprinted by permission from Springer
Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH [6]
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Ozaki and Hamaguchi [29] designed and tested a flapping-wing UAS with direct-driven
piezoelectric actuation (Figure 11). The UAS’s two wings are attached as direct extensions of the
bimorph actuators and feature no mechanism to amplify motion. With a wingspan of 11.4
centimeters and a weight of 598 milligrams, the UAS is larger and heavier than the indirect-driven
RoboBee. Ozaki and Hamaguchi successfully demonstrated flight with 665 mgf, albeit with a
tethered power source and a 1-DOF restraint, as shown in Figure 11. While the independently
driven wings allow for the potential of more degrees-of-freedom, the direct-driven wings can only
generate the necessary lift when at or near resonance, constraining the envelope of control. In
addition, the horizontal arrangement of the actuators led to a wide distribution of mass and thus
more significant body oscillation during flight. Moreover, the slim margin of lift to weight
provides little possibility for onboard energy sources or sensors.

Figure 11: Flight demonstration of direct-driven design, tethered and restrained to 1 DOF [29]

Kumar et al. [17] built and tested a dragonfly-inspired piezoelectric-actuated UAS while focusing
on lightweight mechanisms of stiff carbon fiber links and composite carbon nanotube flexure
joints. The bio-inspired wings were characterized through finite element analysis, and the first six
resonance modes were determined. The first three modes are suggested to be potentially valuable
in flight. For example, the first resonance mode is simple bending along the length of the wing
with minimal twisting. The mode would likely induce minimal drag and is amenable to high-speed
forward flight. The second and third modes cause significant twisting and bending of the wing,
leading to increased thrust and lift production, even at low speeds or while hovering. Two bioinspired wing designs are presented: a two-wing design and a more dragonfly-like four-wing
design. Both designs required a tethered power supply, and neither demonstrated successful flight.
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Like the other hovering-focused designs, inadequate lift is produced for practical flight - or any
flight in this case.
Regulski and Leang [30] present a novel design for piezoelectric wing actuation using two adjacent
actuators to flap the wing, as shown in Figure 12, to increase the flapping amplitude. Essentially,
one actuator rises while the other lowers to create a maximal flapping motion. The phase difference
between the actuators can be altered to control the flapping amplitude of the wings. Like Kumar
et al., finite element analysis was utilized to determine the resonance modes of the wing. The first
resonance mode was experimentally verified using three infrared indicators to record deflection.
Thrust and lift data are not included, presumably because the study focused on the actuation
concept and not a full working design, but their exclusion prevents a complete design evaluation.
Furthermore, utilizing two actuators in series may increase the wing-flapping amplitude, but it
does not allow direct wing-twisting control.

Figure 12: Visual representation of dual piezoelectric actuator wing [30] © 2020 IEEE

Chung [31] explored the idea of direct piezoelectric wing actuation with the inclusion of dualactuation and wing-twisting control. The concept was to utilize piezoelectric fans, which can cool
electronic systems in tight spaces, as wing actuators with no mechanism for motion amplification.
The piezoelectric actuators successfully controlled the wings’ frequency and twisting, but
sufficient thrust for flight was not produced. Two possible reasons for the lacking lift are addressed
in the design explored in this thesis: the small flapping angle due to direct actuation and the high
thrust requirement for hovering. Actuation amplification via a four-bar mechanism and a high liftto-drag coefficient in forward flight may solve both issues.
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3.0 DESIGN PROCESS
This section details the mechanical design process, including the reasoning behind design
decisions and a record of design iterations.

3.1 Wing Size and Shape Selection
The wing size and shape are critical to the performance of a FWAS. Flapping-wing flyers rely on
wings for both lift and thrust, so the wing design must optimize both characteristics. In addition,
the wing should minimize the required force from the piezoelectric actuators. Due to the many
possible combinations of parameters, an entire study could focus on the design and testing of
flapping-wing designs. For the present study on PZT actuation, the wing size and shape were
selected based on wing parameters informed by empirical biological data and previous FWAS.
As discussed in Section 1.3, empirical studies of avian flight have observed that birds with similar
masses share similar flapping frequencies, wing dimensions, flying speeds, and power
requirements. As a result, various empirical trend equations relate mass to various flight
parameters, as shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Collection of empirical power functions describing avian flight parameters in relation to mass (kg) [9]

Parameter
Wingspan
Wing Area
Speed at Minimum Power
Minimum Power
Wing Cycle frequency

Dimensions
meter
meter2
meter/second
Watt
Hz

Empirical Power Function, m = mass in kg
1.17(m)0.39
0.16(m)0.72
5.70(m)0.16
10.9(m)0.19
3.98(m)-0.27

An overall mass of ~20 grams aligns with other high-performing, untethered FWAS [2], [24], [26]
with successfully incorporated cameras, extended flight time, and maneuverable flight. The
defined mass allows for a useful payload, including a large battery and the electronics necessary
to boost the voltage delivered to the actuators. Table 3 lists the predicted parameters of a 20-gram
FWAS.
Table 3: Bioinspired flight parameters for FWAS at 20 grams

Parameter
Wingspan
Wing Area
Speed at Minimum Power
Minimum Power
Wing Cycle frequency

Value for 20 g FWAS
0.254 meters
9.57e-3 meters2
3.0 meters/second
5.18 Watts
11.44 Hz
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With the parameters outlined in Table 3 as guidelines, the individual wing length was set at 12
centimeters, slightly less than half of the full wingspan. The chord length at the fuselage was
chosen to match the length of the piezoelectric actuators, which enabled one actuator to control
each end of the wing. The shape of the wing was modeled after the Robo Raven, which featured
rounded wings that tapered toward the tips [3], as shown in Figure 13. The wing shape is similar
to many flyers found in nature.

Figure 13: Robo Raven's rounded wings shown in flight [3]

When a wing is in motion, the outer portions of the wing travel much faster and produce more
aerodynamic forces than the inner portions of the wing. Wing tapering helps proportion these
forces along the wing.
A crucial part of this study is the effect of dual actuation, which controls the wing rotation. The
rotation control is accomplished with one actuator controlling the leading-edge and another
controlling the trailing-edge. The difference in position between the actuators causes the wing to
bend toward the front or the back. Wing tapering presents a problem for the proposed method since
the trailing-edge is shortened or sometimes eliminated due to tapering. As a compromise, the
trailing-edge was left intact for half of the length of the wing. Figure 14 shows the final wing
design resulting from the above analysis.
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Figure 14: Final wing with dimensions

3.2 Mechanical Arrangement
The Python PBA6014-5H200 piezoelectric actuator from Bimitech was selected for this research
for several reasons. First, the actuator features silicone and epoxy resin layers, which mitigate the
possibility of wear and fracture [32], as shown in Figure 15. The resin layers and the resulting
fracture toughness are critical for actuator longevity, as shown by Jafferis et al. [16].

Figure 15: Bimitech Python, exploded view, showing layers that improve endurance and ruggedness [32]

Second, the actuators have demonstrated high blocking forces. For example, Figure 16 shows the
actuator supporting and lifting a 100-gram weight [33]. This high level of force will be required to
flap the relatively large wings built for forward flight.
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Figure 16: Overlaid images of Bimitech Python actuator raising and lowering 100-gram weight [33]

Lastly, the Bimitech actuators demonstrate actuation distances up to +/- 1.69 mm, significantly
more than the actuators described in Jafferis et al. [16]. Actuation distance is crucial for the
application researched here because a smaller actuation distance will require a smaller lever arm
to produce the desired wing cycle amplitude.
As described in Section 2.3, piezoelectric actuators can directly actuate a wing. Chung attempted
to create a system featuring both direct and dual actuation [31], as shown in Figure 17. The system
successfully controlled the twisting of the wing via dual actuation. However, the wings could not
produce significant lift.

Figure 17: Direct and dual piezoelectric-actuated wing [31]

An indirect actuation method was chosen to improve the possibility of adequate lift and thrust
production. Several successful FWAS employ indirect four-bar mechanisms to amplify
piezoelectric actuation [6], [11]. For example, Harvard’s Robofly features a crank-slider to flap
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the wings, as seen in Figure 18. Dimensions are not to scale, but the transfer of movement from
the actuator, shown in light red, to the wing is clear.

Figure 18: Crank-slider mechanism utilized by the Robofly for successful flight. Flexible joints are shown in blue
and fixed joints are shown in red [11]

A critical length in the four-bar mechanism shown above determines the transmission ratio. This
dimension is essentially the distance between the wing’s axis of rotation and the point at which the
actuation mechanism attaches to the wing, depicted as d in Figure 19.
d

Linkage

Wing
PZT Actuator

Figure 19: Graphical representation of four-bar wing mechanism

The transmission ratio can be represented as the ratio between the wing output angle and the PZT
actuation distance:
𝑇=

𝜃
𝛿

(3.1)

where 𝜃 is the wing angle and 𝛿 is the actuation distance. The ratio of 𝛿 to d determine the output
wing angle:
sin 𝜃 =
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𝛿
𝑑

(3.2)

therefore:
𝛿
sin:9 o p
𝑑
𝑇=
𝛿

(3.3)

With Eq. (3.2), a desired max output angle combined with an actuation distance will provide the
required length d. In addition, a smaller d will allow for a higher transmission ratio and a larger
wing cycle amplitude. However, a larger transmission ratio will require more force from the
actuator. Therefore, a compromise should be presented.
Figure 19 simplifies several aspects of the real-life mechanism. First, the piezoelectric actuator
acts as a flexible cantilever beam, as shown in Figure 20, instead of the pure rotation depicted.
Furthermore, the arrangement in a single plane is not conducive to a flying system with a thin
fuselage between the wings. In actuality, the PZT actuator is placed perpendicular to the wing (out
of the page), using Figure 19 as a reference.
In addition, the pin joints must be replaced with flexure joints since the friction in typical rotational
joints becomes overwhelming at the small scale of the system [6], [11], [24], [30]. The material of
the flexure joints was chosen to be 25 µm Kapton film for its availability and prevalence in similar
FWAS [11], [30].

Figure 20: Bimitech actuator shown at high and low ranges of actuation, images overlaid

The PZT actuator arrangement must allow each actuator to control an edge of the wing. The most
compact way to accomplish the control is to stack the actuators and orient them in opposite
directions, as shown in Figure 21. This arrangement minimizes the length of the system and limits
the mass of the system evenly distributed along the fuselage. The image shown in Figure 21
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depicts a test stand with 3D printed components. However, a full system optimized for flight would
require lightweight materials such as carbon fiber to serve as the frame.

Linkages

Leading-Edge
PZT Actuator
Trailing-Edge
PZT Actuator

Actuator Anchors

Figure 21: 3D model depicting actuator arrangement. Actuators shown in green. Anchors shown in blue.

As shown in Figure 21, the wing extends out of the page, perpendicular to the actuators. Linkages
transfer the force and movement of the actuator’s free ends to the wing. Ideal linkages are
lightweight with low friction. Furthermore, the linkages must operate throughout the range of
motion for both the wing and actuator, which rotate about perpendicular axes. A simplified version
of the Jafferis et al. design shown in Figure 18 was developed to accommodate the required
motion. Figure 22 shows the final arrangement. Following the example of Regulski and Leang
[30], the 25 µm adhesive Kapton film holds the linkage together and provides flexibility for the
flexure joint.
Wing

Top linkage section rotates
with the wing

Kapton Film
Bottom linkage section
rotates with the PZT actuator

Carbon Fiber Sheets

Figure 22: View showing linkage arrangement. Stiff materials shown in dark gray. Kapton flexure joints shown in
yellow. Wing shown in cyan. Actuator shown in green.
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3.3 Wing Material Selection and Structure
As with wing size and shape, wing material and structure are crucial for a successful FWAS design.
A heavy wing will overburden the actuation system, but a fragile wing will fail to harness the
required energy from the ambient air. Mylar film has become a favorite material for FWAS wing
membranes thanks to its durability and minimal weight [2], [3], [6], [24], [26], [34]. In addition to
the membrane, the wing structure must also be as light as possible. Thin 3D-printed frames have
been utilized [30], but carbon fiber rods remain the most common due to their exceptional strength
to weight ratios even at small diameters [24], [26], [27].
Inspired by Regulski and Leang [30], a design featuring a combination of mylar and Kapton film
(Figure 23) was trialed. However, the overly heavy wing severely limited the system's movement,
especially at higher frequencies. The same result occurred when adding additional support for the
outside edge of the wing, as shown in Figure 24.

Figure 23: Potential wing design featuring Kapton film across the entire membrane.

Figure 24: Potential wing design featuring added support at the outside edge.

Ultimately, a design consisting primarily of mylar film was chosen to minimize weight. A minimal
carbon fiber rod structure with Kapton film adhesives added stiffness to the wing design. The final
wing weighed 0.74 grams and presented a comprise between weight and strength.
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Figure 25: Final wing design featuring mylar film, carbon fiber rods, and Kapton film adhesive
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4.0 SYSTEM MODEL
A rigid-wing model featuring only steady aerodynamics was designed and evaluated to gain insight
into the mechanics of a PZT-actuated FWAS.

4.1 Equations-of-Motion
The equations-of-motion were developed with the wing dynamics as the focus since the relevant
forces – lift, drag, and PZT actuation – act upon the wing. The reference axes are shown in Figure
26.
+z

+x

+y

Figure 26: Axis directions on 3D model of the test rig

Nearly all the relevant forces act in the y-z plane, as shown in the free-body diagram (Figure 27).
The PZT force, gravity, and lift all act in the y-z plane, assuming the fuselage is parallel with the
x-axis.
+z
R/2
𝑐; I𝜃; − 𝜃? L

dpz

R/2
𝑚<!=> 𝑔

+y

dy
wing

+𝜃;

𝐹67

dLrect

Figure 27: Free-body diagram for the front wing in the y-z plane
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In Figure 27, 𝐹67 represents the piezoelectric actuator force, and dLrect refers to the differential
steady aerodynamic forces acting perpendicular to the wing in the y-z plane. However, the single
free-body diagram cannot fully depict the system since the wing has independently controlled front
and back spars. Therefore, the wing was divided into two coupled systems, one for each spar. A
simplifying assumption is that the aerodynamic and gravitational forces are split evenly between
the spars. In addition, all joints are assumed to be ideal and frictionless. The equation-of-motion
for the rotation of the front wing spar about the x-axis as shown in Eq. (4.1):
1 𝑅
1 4
̈
𝐽@61.; 𝜃; = cos 𝜃; 𝑑67 𝐹67; − ∗ cos 𝜃1A> 𝑚<!=> 𝑔 + O (𝑦 ∗ 𝑑𝐿.'/0 )
2 2
2 5
−𝑐; I𝜃; − 𝜃? L

(4.1)

where 𝜃; is the front spar angle, 𝜃? is the back spar angle, 𝑐; is the coupling factor, 𝐹67; is the
force exerted by the front PZT actuator, and 𝜃1A> is the average angle of the front and back spars.
The 𝑐; I𝜃; − 𝜃? L term describes the torque resisting a difference in angle between the spars. The
stretching of the wing material between the spars causes the resulting torque. The values of 𝐹67
and 𝑑𝐿.'/0 are not immediately apparent and require additional analysis to quantify.
The piezoelectric-motive force, 𝐹67 , can be found by employing the 2nd-order PZT motion model
referenced in Section 1.4. Figure 28 displays the free-body diagram depicting the application of
forces on the piezoelectric actuator’s free end.
+z

𝑘'( 𝑧

𝐹67

𝑐'( 𝑧̇

+y
PZT Free End
𝜓𝑉
Figure 28: Free-body diagram for PZT actuator free end. The 𝑘𝑒𝑞 and 𝑐𝑒𝑞 coefficients are used to model the system
as a 2nd order system.

The equivalent mass, spring, and damping coefficients were approximated by observing the
actuator's response to a step input with 60 Hz video camera observation and the actuator’s natural
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frequency. The coefficients were identified by combining the recorded settling times, natural
frequency, and steady-state positions. Table 4 lists the coefficient values.
Table 4: Coefficients used to approximate dynamic response of PZT actuator

Coefficient
𝑚'(
𝑐'(
𝑘'(
𝜓

Value
1.1e-3
6.5e-2
143.75
1.4e-3

Units
kg
N/(m/s)
N/m
N/V

A second-order equation-of-motion with the approximated coefficients is shown in Eq. (4.2).
𝑚'( 𝑧̈; = 𝜓𝑉; − 𝐹67; − 𝑐'( 𝑧̇; − 𝑘'( 𝑧;

(4.2)

𝐹67; = 𝜓𝑉; − 𝑚'( 𝑧̈; − 𝑐'( 𝑧̇; − 𝑘'( 𝑧;

(4.3)

Solving for 𝐹67; results in:

Eq. (4.3) is coupled with Eq. (4.1) since the motion of the actuator is linked with the rotation of
the wing (Eqs. (4.4) through (4.6) show the precise relationship). The relationship assumes the
PZT actuator free end moves within the same plane as the spar due to its small range of motion.
𝑑67 was set at 5 millimeters to match the physical system design.
𝑑67 sin 𝜃; = 𝑧;

(4.4)

𝑑67 𝜃;̇ cos 𝜃; = 𝑧̇;

(4.5)

𝑑67 𝜃;̈ cos 𝜃; − 𝑑67 𝜃;̇ sin 𝜃; = 𝑧̈;

(4.6)

The representations of 𝑧; in terms of 𝜃; are then plugged back into Eq. (4.3):
𝐹67; = 𝜓𝑉; − 𝑚'( I𝑑67 𝜃;̈ cos 𝜃; − 𝑑67 𝜃;̇ sin 𝜃; L − 𝑐'( 𝑑67 𝜃;̇ cos 𝜃; − 𝑘'( 𝑑67 sin 𝜃;

(4.7)

Eq. (4.7) is then substituted back into Eq. (4.1):
𝐽@61.; 𝜃;̈ =
cos 𝜃; 𝑑67 r𝜓𝑉; − 𝑚'( I𝑑67 𝜃;̈ cos 𝜃; − 𝑑67 𝜃;̇ sin 𝜃; L − 𝑐'( 𝑑67 𝜃;̇ cos 𝜃; − 𝑘'( 𝑑67 sin 𝜃; s
1 𝑅
1 4
(4.8)
− ∗ cos 𝜃1A> 𝑚<!=> 𝑔 + O (𝑑𝐿.'/0 ∗ 𝑦) − 𝑐; I𝜃; − 𝜃? L
2 2
2 5
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After rearranging to move all 𝜃;̈ terms to the same side of the equation:
I𝐽@61.; + 𝑐𝑜𝑠 3 𝜃; 𝑑67 3 𝑚'( L𝜃;̈ =
cos 𝜃; 𝑑67 r𝜓𝑉; + 𝑚'( 𝑑67 𝜃;̇ sin 𝜃; − 𝑐'( 𝑑67 𝜃;̇ cos 𝜃; − 𝑘'( 𝑑67 sin 𝜃; s
1 𝑅
1 4
− ∗ cos 𝜃1A> 𝑚<!=> 𝑔 + O (𝑑𝐿.'/0 ∗ 𝑦) − 𝑐; I𝜃; − 𝜃? L
2 2
2 5

(4.9)

Now, with 𝐹67 resolved, 𝑑𝐿.'/0 must be addressed. The original differential lift and drag equations
(Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4)) are rewritten below for clarity. The I𝑢3 + 𝜙̇ 3 (𝑡)𝑦 3 L term arises from the
effect of wing flapping speed on relative airflow, as observed in Figure 29.
1
𝑑𝐿 = 𝜌𝐶, I𝛼(𝑡)LI𝑢3 + 𝜙̇ 3 (𝑡)𝑦 3 L𝑐(𝑦)𝑑𝑦
2

(4.10)

1
𝑑𝐷 = 𝜌𝐶- I𝛼(𝑡)LI𝑢3 + 𝜙̇ 3 (𝑡 )𝑦 3 L𝑐(𝑦)𝑑𝑦
2

(4.11)

𝛽 = arctan

−𝜙̇(𝑡)𝑦
𝑢

Figure 29: Vector components of airflow velocity relative to the wing. ϕ̇ is an average of 𝜃#̇ and 𝜃̇$ .

The differential lift and drag forces must be found for each section of the wing design shown in
Figure 30 at each moment in time. The lift and drag coefficients are challenging to identify without
experimentation [11]. Therefore, the coefficients were set at 𝐶, = 5.8 sin 𝛼(𝑡) and 𝐶- = 𝐶, /5 to
match flat plate experimental lift coefficients from Sun and Boyd [35] and lift-to-drag ratios
observed in natural flyers [9].
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Figure 30: Wing design with area segment example

The 𝑑𝐿 term in Eq. (4.10) cannot be directly substituted into the wing motion equation as the lift
described by 𝑑𝐿 is perpendicular to airflow. If the wing rotates at a non-zero angular velocity, the
resultant airflow will not be parallel with the x-axis, and the lift vector calculated by Eq. (4.10)
will not be in the y-z plane. In addition, the 𝑑𝐷 term will be parallel with the direction of the
airflow, not the direction of the x-axis. The 𝑑𝐿 and 𝑑𝐷 terms must be transformed into components
that act in the y-z plane and parallel to the x-axis, respectively. A rotation matrix featuring 𝛽 from
Figure 29 rotates the aerodynamic force vectors into the desired directional components:
cos 𝛽
v
sin 𝛽

−sin 𝛽 𝑑𝐷
𝑑𝐷
w x y = v .'/0 w
cos 𝛽 𝑑𝐿
𝑑𝐿.'/0

(4.12)

Combining Eqs. (4.10), (4.11), and (4.12) results in:
1
𝑑𝐿.'/0 = rsin 𝛽 𝐶- I𝛼(𝑡)L + cos 𝛽 𝐶, I𝛼(𝑡)Ls 𝜌I𝑢3 + 𝜙̇ 3 (𝑡)𝑦 3 L𝑐(𝑦)𝑑𝑦
2

(4.13)

The 𝑑𝐿.'/0 is perpendicular to the wing and located within the y-z plane. Therefore, it can be
applied directly to the wing motion derived by Eq. (4.9):
I𝐽@61.; + 𝑐𝑜𝑠 3 𝜃; 𝑑67 3 𝑚'( L𝜃;̈ =
cos 𝜃; 𝑑67 r𝜓𝑉; + 𝑚'( 𝑑67 𝜃;̇ sin 𝜃; − 𝑐'( 𝑑67 𝜃;̇ cos 𝜃; − 𝑘'( 𝑑67 sin 𝜃; s
1 𝑅
− ∗ cos 𝜃1A> 𝑚<!=> 𝑔 − 𝑐; I𝜃; − 𝜃? L
2 2
1 4
1
+ O rsin 𝛽 𝐶- I𝛼(𝑡)L + cos 𝛽 𝐶, I𝛼(𝑡)Ls 𝜌I𝑢3 + 𝜙̇ 3 (𝑡)𝑦 3 L𝑐(𝑦)𝑦𝑑𝑦
2 5
2
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(4.14)

Eq (4.14) is the final equation-of-motion representing the dynamics of the front spar. The system
is highly nonlinear and thus cannot be solved analytically. A similar equation describes the motion
of the back spar:
I𝐽@61.? + 𝑐𝑜𝑠 3 𝜃? 𝑑67 3 𝑚'( L𝜃̈? =
cos 𝜃? 𝑑67 r𝜓𝑉? + 𝑚'( 𝑑67 𝜃̇? sin 𝜃? − 𝑐'( 𝑑67 𝜃̇? cos 𝜃? − 𝑘'( 𝑑67 sin 𝜃? s
1 𝑅
− ∗ cos 𝜃1A> 𝑚<!=> 𝑔 + 𝑐; I𝜃; − 𝜃? L
2 2
4
1
1
+ O rsin 𝛽 𝐶- I𝛼(𝑡)L + cos 𝛽 𝐶, I𝛼(𝑡)Ls 𝜌I𝑢3 + 𝜙̇ 3 (𝑡)𝑦 3 L𝑐(𝑦)𝑦𝑑𝑦
2 5
2

(4.15)

While Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15) provide the basis for the wing's motion, they do not directly provide
the essential information for this analysis: overall lift and drag values.
When the 𝑑𝐷.'/0 values are summed at a moment in time, the total rectified drag, 𝐷.'/0 , is found.
𝐷.'/0 is the total aerodynamic force acting on the wing in the x-direction and constitutes the
effective drag for forward flight. Thrust is produced if the effective drag is negative.
𝐿.'/0 , however, acts perpendicular to the wing and is not always in the z-direction. Therefore, it
must be adjusted again to identify the vertical component of the force. The adjusted lift value is
the total effective lift force at a given time.
𝐿12# = cos z

𝜃; + 𝜃?
{ 𝐿.'/0
2

(4.16)

For clarity, the system model’s critical assumptions are listed below:
•

The wing is rigid.

•

The linkages are rigid and frictionless.

•

The spars only rotate within a plane parallel to the y-z plane.

•

Sun and Boyd's lift and drag coefficients [35] are valid at all wing positions observed in the
simulation.

•

The coupling torque is linearly related to the difference in angle between the spars.

•

The PZT actuation can be represented accurately as a linear 2nd-order system.

•

Unsteady aerodynamics do not impact the system.

•

The aerodynamic and gravitational forces are evenly distributed between the spars.
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4.2 Simulink Model and Results
A Simulink model was developed to analyze the coupled equations outlined in Eqs. (4.14) and
(4.15) (see Section 9.2 for the block diagram). The model first determines the front and back spar
positions and velocities at a given time and then evaluates the aerodynamic forces based on the
wing position and angular velocities. The torque about the x-axis exerted by the aerodynamic
forces is fed back into the initial equations-of-motion driving the system.
Early trial simulations revealed a complication for PZT actuation in forward flight. The average
lift force must be equal to or greater than the system's weight for successful flight. The non-zero
average force translates to a non-zero average torque, which the PZT actuators must counter. In
practice, the applied torque causes the average wing position to be offset from zero, as shown in
Figure 31.
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Figure 31: Wing spar angles over time with no initial actuator offset. Wind speed = 3 m/s, base angle-of-attack =
5°, frequency = 1 Hz, and phase shift = 0°.

The wing angle transient shown in Figure 31 oscillates with an average value of 17.6°. According
to Eq. (4.16), a 5% loss in lift is predicted over a complete flapping cycle compared to a flapping
angle oscillating about 0°. Two options were considered to resolve the limitation: offset the PZT
input voltage signal or offset the relationship between the wing angle and PZT position. Offsetting
the input voltage is feasible but introduces additional limitations since the actuator is limited to a
voltage of +/- 160V. An offset would require decreasing the signal amplitude. For example, the
signal may oscillate from negative 160V to positive 120V instead of -160V to 160V. Changing the
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relationship between the wing angle and PZT position allows the entire voltage range to be utilized.
However, offsetting the position causes the actuator to experience non-zero stress when the wing
is at 0°. The positional offset option was chosen because it allows for the maximum transfer of
power and thus the best opportunity of producing successful flight. As a result, the relationship
between wing angle and PZT actuator position was adjusted to the following:
𝑑67 sinI𝜃; L = 𝑧; − 𝑑67 sin(offset)

(4.17)

A base angle-of-attack of 5° was used in the simulations since experimental trials revealed the
flexible wing membrane introduced a slight camber to the wing. The wing camber caused lift to
occur when the wing was level. In addition, approximately 2.7 grams-force of total lift caused the
wing to maintain a 0° angle while utilizing an offset of 20°. The rigid-wing model used in the
simulation, combined with a base angle-of-attack of 5° and the lift coefficient from Sun and Boyd
[35], produced similar results.
Once the offset and base angles were defined, the simulation was run for phase shifts of 0° to 120°
with 30° increments at 1 Hz through 20 Hz flapping frequencies at 1 Hz increments (resulting in
100 total trials). Each trial ended after 3 seconds and featured a step-size of 0.001 seconds.
The 1 Hz flapping frequency results at the various phase shifts are shown for reference below. The
front and back spar angles are in Figure 32, and the corresponding instantaneous lift and drag
values are in Figure 33.
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Figure 32: Simulated wing spar positions over time, shown at 1 Hz for phase shifts of 0°, 30°, 60°, 90°, and 120°.

As observed in Figure 32, the phase shifted input signal does not necessarily cause equally phase
shifted wing spars. The discrepancy results from the difference in moments-of-inertia between the
spars. The back spar is shorter and therefore has a smaller moment-of-inertia and a faster response
to applied torques. An increase in amplitude is also observed as the phase shift increases. The
rotating wing appears to allow the wing to capture the air more effectively, pushing the wing
further in each direction.
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Despite the altered phase shift between the spars, the phase shift’s effect on lift and drag is apparent
in Figure 33. The 0° phase shifted lift signal is highest during its downstroke, which implies the
force is primarily a result of the wing velocity. However, the phase shifted lift signals experience
peaks during the upstroke, implying that the aerodynamics caused by the wing angle are the
dominating effect.
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Figure 33: Simulated instantaneous lift and drag forces over time.

The drag signals follow a similar pattern. The 0° phase shifted drag signals are highest during the
downstroke, while the phase shifted drag signals again peak during the upstroke.
The mean lift and drag forces were recorded for each frequency and phase shift combination by
recording the average force values between the 1-second and 2-second time marks. The analysis
method excluded the settling often occurring within the first second. The flapping amplitude was
collected by recording the difference between the maximum and minimum values of the front spar
angle and halving it to approximate the signal amplitude. Figure 34, Figure 36, and Figure 37
display the mean lift forces, mean drag forces, and flapping amplitudes; respectively.
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The impact of phase shifting and the resulting wing rotation is readily apparent in the average lift
produced (Figure 34), especially at higher frequencies. The highest average lift recorded by the
60° phase shift was 11% higher than the highest non-phase shifted average lift. Furthermore, the
60° and 90° phase shifts appear to perform better than higher and lower phase shifts. The best
average lift produced for all phase shifted flapping patterns other than 0° occurred between 14 and
16 Hz. The flapping wings appear to experience a form of resonance at or near a flapping frequency
of 15 Hz. Interestingly, the 0° phase shift has a local minimum between 14 Hz and 16 Hz.
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Figure 34: Simulated mean lift force for each combination of frequency and phase shift at a wind speed of 3 m/s.

Further investigation into the local minimum at 15 Hz for the non-phase shifted lift signal reveals
the slight difference in moment-of-inertia between the front and back spar caused the spars to flap
at frequencies shifted 180° from each other. The opposite flapping motion essentially eliminated
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all flapping amplitude and minimized lift production, as shown in Figure 35.
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Figure 35: Simulated front and back spar angles at 15 Hz and 0° phase shift over time.
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The drag force shown in Figure 36 is the net horizontal aerodynamic force experienced in flight.
Lower drag is generally better, and if a flapping wing is to produce thrust, it must generate a net
negative horizontal force. Several phase shifts achieved a negative drag between 13 Hz and 16 Hz
in simulations, mirroring the range of frequencies for maximum lift.
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Figure 36: Simulated mean drag force for each combination of frequency and phase shift at a wind speed of 3 m/s.

The minimums observed in Figure 36, combined with the maximums observed in Figure 34,
suggest flapping frequencies of 14 Hz and 15 Hz at phase shifts of 60° or 90° constitute the ideal
flapping pattern for the system. Two wings flapping at 14 Hz and a 60° phase shift could support
a nearly 6-gram system with a fuselage inducing less than 1 gram-force of drag.
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The flapping amplitude in Figure 37 provides insight into how the wings generate the lift and drag
forces observed in Figure 34 and Figure 36. The decreasing amplitude with increasing flapping
frequency up to 10 Hz suggests the aerodynamic forces primarily acted as a damper at lower
frequencies. After 10 Hz, the 0° phase shift continued to be dampened with increasing frequency.
In contrast, the phase shifted flapping begins to rise toward a peak between 13 Hz and 15 Hz.
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Figure 37: Simulated flapping amplitude for each combination of frequency and phase shift at a wind speed of 3
m/s.

The peaks in Figure 37 resemble resonance and result from an interaction between wing rotation,
lift force, and PZT actuation. Figure 38 depicts the spar angles and forces acting on the wing
throughout a single cycle to demonstrate how the resonance behavior develops.
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Figure 38: Simulated front and back spar angles at 14 Hz and 90° phase shift over time. PZT and aerodynamic
forces are shown with their direction and approximate amplitude. The black lines show the wing position and angle
with wind moving right to left.

At the end of the upstroke, the dominant PZT force causes the wing to accelerate downward. As
the wing accelerates downward, the lift force increases, causing the wing to decelerate and
eventually change directions at the end of the downstroke. The lift force continues to accelerate
the wing upward to begin the upstroke. The PZT actuation frequency and the wing rotation timing
produce PZT and aerodynamic forces complementing each other to achieve maximum flapping.
However, there appears to be a tradeoff between maximizing amplitude and optimizing
aerodynamic forces. The peak flapping occurs at a flapping frequency of 13 Hz and a 120° phase
shift, while ideal lift and drag occur at 14 Hz and a 60° phase shift. Since many aerodynamic forces
are damping forces, the system cannot achieve ideal aerodynamics while minimizing damping to
increase the amplitude. A higher amplitude implies more energy in the system, but the energy is
only valuable if the wings convert the energy into lift and thrust.
Overall, the model suggests it is feasible for the mechanism to support a system with a mass of
fewer than 6 grams. While the mass is lighter than planned, the resonance-like results at higher
frequencies encourage the possibility of PZT actuation in forward flight. In addition, the model
only accounts for steady aerodynamic forces. The unsteady aerodynamics present in real-world
flapping may lead to an increase in performance.
The initial predicted ideal frequency for a 20-gram system was 11.44 Hz which is lower than the
ideal frequency range for the developed model. However, the empirical ideal frequency for a 6gram system is 15.84 Hz, nearly matching the simulation model results.
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5.0 EXPERIMENT DESIGN
5.1 Power Electronics
The PZT bimorph actuators consist of two PZT actuators laminated together. For upward flexion,
a positive voltage is applied to the top actuator while leaving the bottom actuator neutral. For
downward flexion, a positive voltage is applied to the bottom actuator while leaving the top
actuator neutral. The combination appears to require a complicated power system. However,
Jafferis et al. developed a solution using diodes where a single sinusoidal voltage is supplied to
the bimorph actuator instead of a separate signal for each half [6]. In the arrangement, the leads
for the bottom actuator are switched. The ground is connected to the positive terminal of the bottom
half, and the voltage supply is connected to the negative terminal. Diodes are then placed on the
power supply to only allow positive voltages to the top half and negative voltages to the bottom
half. Since the leads are switched on the bottom actuator, both actuators only experience positive
voltages. Figure 39 shows the circuit diagram for the power supply to a single bimorph actuator.
Figure 40 shows the voltages delivered to each half of the actuator at a frequency of 1 Hz and an
amplitude of 160 V. The Bimitech actuators have a specified maximum peak-to-peak voltage of
160 V. The same circuit was used for the front and back actuators.
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Figure 39: Circuit diagram for PZT bimorph actuator.
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Figure 40: Voltage supplied to Bimitech PZT bimorph actuator. A 1 Hz signal with an amplitude of 160 V was
supplied.
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Dual actuation and a phase shift require a separate voltage signal for the lead-edge actuator and
the trailing-edge actuator. A dual-output Trek model 601C supplied the high voltage signals at a
slew rate of 50 V/µs. The expected max voltage change rate at 20 Hz is only 0.02 V/µs. The 601C
provided a gain of 100, and a two-channel Rigol DG1022A 25 MHz function generator supplied
sinusoid reference signals. A Tektronix TDS 2012 oscilloscope recorded the outgoing voltages
and the resulting currents from the Trek 601C. Figure 41 shows the three systems in operation.

Figure 41: Trek model 601C, Rigol DG1022a, and Tektronix TDS 2012 oscilloscope.

5.2 Wing and Mechanism Fabrication
The final wing and mechanism designs described in Section 3.3 were assembled. The wing design
featured a 12-micron Mylar film, 25-micron adhesive-backed Kapton film, and 1-mm carbon fiber
rods, as shown in Figure 42.

Figure 42: Final wing design featuring mylar film, carbon fiber rods, and Kapton film adhesive
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The mechanism design utilized 0.8 mm carbon fiber sheets and 25-micron adhesive-backed
Kapton film. The Kapton film provided the adhesion needed for assembly and the flexibility
needed for flexure joints.

Figure 43: 0.8-millimeter carbon fiber sheet before being cut to make linkages.

Many lightweight flying systems feature carbon fiber sheets like the one in Figure 43 for their
high stiffness and low weight penalty [6], [11], [17]. The sheets were cut to size using high-strength
scissors. Figure 44 shows the final arrangement.

Figure 44: Assembled linkage made of Kapton film and carbon fiber sheets. The linkage transfers energy from the
actuator to the wing.

The linkages can be observed actuating the wing in Figure 45.

Figure 45: Linkages shown transferring energy from actuator to wing while in the wind tunnel.
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5.3 Load Cell Arrangement
Lift, thrust, drag, and the force due to gravity are all critically relevant forces for the feasibility of
flight. Successful flight requires lift greater than the system's weight and thrust greater than
developed drag. Therefore, the vertical (lift and gravity) and horizontal (drag and thrust) forces
must be recorded to evaluate a system's flying capability. Several flapping-wing configuration
studies have employed orthogonal uniaxial load cells to directly capture these forces [36]–[38].
Kim et al. utilized an arrangement where a horizontal parallel beam load cell records lift and a
vertical parallel beam load cell records drag [36], [39].
A similar technique was adapted for this study, as shown in Figure 46. Two 100-gram TAL221
parallel beam load cells were arranged orthogonally to collect lift and drag values at 80 Hz. The
load cells have a specified total error of +/- 0.05 grams. The capacity of 100 grams was chosen to
maximize sensor resolution while also having enough capacity to support the 30-gram actuator
housing.

Figure 46: Load cell arrangement. Interconnecting parts were 3D printed.

The structure of the parallel beam load cells is designed to isolate and record shear stress and thus
minimize variation due to off-center load and torque conditions. The resulting shear force isolation
is especially beneficial for single-wing configuration testing (Figure 47), where aerodynamic
forces are applied asymmetrically. The accuracy of the TAL221 is specified as valid within a
loading area of 300 mm by 300 mm, which encompasses the entire wing throughout the wing’s
range-of-motion. The accuracy of the off-axis loading was confirmed during calibration to be
within the specified error of +/- 0.05 grams.
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Figure 47: Load cells are shown in the wind tunnel while the wing flaps.
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5.4 3D Printing
The housing structure for the actuators was designed primarily for stiffness and ease of
manufacture. For these reasons, the framed box with 3-mm walls shown in Figure 48 was modeled
and then 3D printed by an Artillery Sidewinder X1 with PLA filament. Components were fastened
together using M2 bolts.

Figure 48: 3D printed housing for actuators. Fuselage in flight-ready prototype must be aerodynamic and made of
lightweight material.

The support structure below the load cells and actuator housing is shown in Figure 49. The
structure places the flapping wing slightly above the center to minimize airflow interference due
to the walls and electronics on the bottom surface of the tunnel. The slotted design minimizes the
airflow obstruction while maintaining a high level of stiffness.

Figure 49: Model views of the support structure in the wind tunnel. The wing is shown with a flapping envelope of
45° in amplitude.
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The first iteration of the support structure featured a flat wall perpendicular to airflow and
introduced the risk of altered results due to the resulting airflow interference. While no impact was
observed, most of the flat wall was removed to ensure smooth airflow. Figure 50 shows the final
design with the wall replaced by middle support parallel to the airflow.

Figure 50: The final iteration of the 3D printed base.

5.5 Wind Tunnel
The flapping tests were performed in a Flotek 1440 wind tunnel by GDJ Inc. at the system's
minimum windspeed of 3 m/s. The wind tunnel’s work area cross-section of 12” by 12” limited
the testing to one wing. Preliminary testing revealed windspeeds of 4 m/s or more to be
overwhelming for the actuation system. Therefore, trials were limited to a wind speed of 3 m/s.
Fortunately, empirical data found a 3 m/s wind speed ideal for a 20-gram system [9].
Figure 51 displays the wind tunnel used for testing. A fan at the left end of the machine pulls air
into a honeycomb intake on the right end and through the testing work area. The honeycomb intake
ensures laminar flow in the work area. Wind speeds are measured via pressure sensors at the left
end of the work area.

Figure 51: Flotek 1440 wind tunnel with 12" by 12" work area cross-section.
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5.6 Data Acquisition
The small voltages produced by the load cells described in Section 5.3 require amplification prior
to transfer to a data processor. The HX711 amplifier (Figure 52) was chosen since the amplifier
is designed for the TAL221 series of load cells. In addition, the HX711 can record data at 80 Hz.
High-frequency data acquisition is necessary for high flapping frequencies.

Figure 52: Left image: HX711 Load Cell Amplifier by Sparkfun. Right image: Arduino Uno R3. The Arduino
processed all data from the HX711.

Each load cell was paired with an HX711. The HX711 amplifiers transferred the data to a single
Arduino Uno R3, also shown in Figure 52. The Arduino Uno possesses the requisite power, the
number of inputs, and the data handling capabilities for two HX711 amplifiers recording at 80 Hz.
Scripts for load cell calibration and data recording were written in C++ and can be found in Section
9.3.
The Arduino recorded time, lift force, and drag force in a CSV file using serial communication.
Figure 53 depicts a diagram of the data recording system.
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Figure 53: Data recording system flow diagram showing the flow of power and data.
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Figure 54 shows the arrangement of the data recording electronics in the wind tunnel. Electrical
tape was used to minimize wire movement. The low wind speeds produced no observable
movement in the electronics.

Figure 54: Arrangement of load cell electronics in the wind tunnel.
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6.0 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For the displayed plots, lift is the net vertical force with the upward direction set as positive, and
drag is the net horizontal force with the direction of airflow set as positive. Each trial consisted of
at least 10 seconds of flapping of the single-wing arrangement at the specified frequency and phase
shift at a wind speed of approximately 3 m/s. The resulting instantaneous lift and drag forces were
averaged over the duration to determine the mean lift and drag forces. Lift and drag forces were
also recorded for the base structure in 3 m/s of wind without the wing. The base lift and drag forces
were subtracted from the lift and drag observed during flapping to isolate the impact of the wing.

6.1 Lift Forces Averaged Over Time
Figure 55 shows the mean lift forces for all tested frequencies and phase shifts with experimental
results in the figure on the right. The mean forces provide insight into the overall impact of the
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Figure 55: Lift forces averaged over time shown for various frequencies and phase delays. The modeled results are
shown in the left figure. The experimental results are shown in the figure on the right.

The experimental results are noticeably noisier than the model results. While noise is typical for
real-world results, the experimental nature of the design likely accentuates the noise. Slight
imperfections or differences in construction can lead to significant changes in results. Furthermore,
the flexible and chaotic nature of the mylar film under the influence of airflow may cause a broader
variation in results, especially when compared to the rigid wing utilized to generate model results.
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While the experimental results are noisier compared to the model, the overall trends of the data
are similar. The experimental lift forces are typically lower than predicted, but most lift forces are
near 2.5 grams with peaks at or near 3 grams, mirroring the model. However, the experimental
results feature many stray lift forces dropping below 2 grams, which the model does not predict.
Most interesting are the trends of each phase shift. The 0° phase shift recorded the highest lift
forces for flapping frequencies of 1 Hz through 8 Hz but then dropped off and consistently recorded
the lowest or second-lowest lift force at frequencies greater than 10 Hz. The mathematical model
results also showed a similar but less drastic trend.
The non-zero phase shifts displayed an opposite trend, with lift forces generally increasing with
increasing frequency and agreed with the model predictions. The non-zero phase shifts peaked in
the 11 Hz to 16 Hz range, with the 30°, 60°, and 90° phase shifts recording the many of the highest
lift forces. The 0° phase shift peaked in the 6 Hz to 8 Hz range. The 120° phase shift tended to
underperform compared to the other phase shifts and model predictions.

6.2 Drag Forces Averaged Over Time
Figure 56 displays the mean drag forces for the tested frequencies and phase shifts with
experimental results in the figure on the right. The left figure provides the predicted model results
for comparison. In contrast to lift, drag force should be minimized for successful flight.
Again, the experimental results display many trends predicted by the mathematical model. Nearly
all the experimental and model drag forces were between 0.2 grams and 1 gram. However, the
model predicts negative drag forces for several phase shifts between 13 Hz and 16 Hz flapping
frequencies. The observed negative force is critical since the result suggests the wings produced a
net thrust. Minimum drag values for the experimental data occur at similar frequencies and phase
shifts, but the net thrust did not materialize.
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Figure 56: Drag forces averaged over time shown for various frequencies and phase delays. The modeled results
are shown in the left figure and the experimental results are shown the figure on the right.

Similar to the lift force data and model predictions, the 0° phase shift generally produced less
favorable results as the flapping frequency increased. Conversely, the phase shifted flapping
produced far less drag than the 0° phase shift as the flapping frequency increased. Many non-zero
phase shifts experienced minimum drag values between 13 Hz and 16 Hz, which parallels the
peaks seen in lift production.

6.3 Power Utilization
Power utilization by the piezoelectric actuators was primarily related to the voltage supply’s
frequency and amplitude. The power transmitted to the actuators at each frequency is shown in
Figure 57. The voltage amplitude for all trials was 160 V. The observed relationship between
power and frequency appears linear and is shown in Figure 57.
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Figure 57: Total power transmitted to dual piezoelectric actuator system at each frequency. Power was found by
multiplying the rms of the voltage and current signals.
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The power values in Figure 57 represent the transmitted power from the Trek model 601C to the
actuators. However, the values do not indicate the total power a final system will consume in flight.
Inefficiencies due to voltage transformation and battery losses may cause total losses up to 50% in
piezoelectric flapping-wing systems [6].
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6.4 Instantaneous Lift and Drag Values
The instantaneous lift and drag signals for flapping frequencies of 1 Hz, 5 Hz, 10 Hz, 15 Hz, and
20 Hz demonstrate how frequency and phase shift impact the resulting lift and drag within a
flapping period. For these plots, lift is the net vertical force with upward being positive, and drag
is the net horizontal force with the direction of airflow being positive.
6.4.1

1 Hz Flapping

Figure 58 shows the lift and drag forces for 1 Hz flapping at various phase shifts. The signals were
filtered using a 4th order low-pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 4 Hz to reduce
noise effects.
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Figure 58: Instantaneous lift and drag force signals for 1 Hz flapping at various phase shifts. The left figure shows
lift and right figure shows drag. Time is normalized to one flapping period. The start of each signal was chosen to
align the location of lift peaks on the figure.

The effect of phase shift on lift is evident at a slow speed. As the phase shift increases, the
amplitude of the lift force waveform also increases. However, the consistently higher lift of the 0°
phase shift signal suggests that, at this low frequency, phase shifts provide little to no benefit to
lift.
Conversely, drag is highest when employing a 0° phase shift. The phase shifted flapping signals
have peaks coinciding with the peaks in lift. The result matches the general relationship between
lift and drag, where both increase synchronously. However, there are no signs of thrust generation.
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The images in Figure 59 show the high and low positions of the wing at a flapping frequency of
1 Hz and a 90° phase shift. At the slow flapping frequency and an advance ratio near 10, the
aerodynamics were likely dominated by steady dynamics.

Figure 59: Still images from 60 Hz video that capture flapping amplitude at 1 Hz.

6.4.2

5 Hz Flapping

Figure 60 shows the lift and drag forces for 5 Hz flapping at various phase shifts. The drag signals
have been filtered using a 4th order low-pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 10 Hz
to reduce the noise.
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Figure 60: Instantaneous lift and drag force signals for 5 Hz flapping at various phase shifts. The left figure shows
lift and right figure shows drag. Time is normalized to one flapping period. The start of each signal was chosen to
align the location of lift peaks on the figure.

At 5 Hz, the relationship between amplitude and phase shift changes. Instead of increasing with
phase shift, the 30°, 60°, and 90° phase shift lift signals exhibit smaller amplitudes than 0° and
120°. One reason for the phenomenon may be a reduction in the angle-of-attack caused by the
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rotating wing at those phase values. Essentially, the rotation causes the wing to be nearly parallel
with the resultant airflow direction (see Figure 2 and Figure 3 for reference). The drag signals
provide further evidence for the phenomenon as the 30°, 60°, and 90° phase shifts lead to a reduced
drag force, which is correlated with lower angles-of-attack [8].
Drag at a flapping frequency of 5 Hz, like at 1 Hz, is highest when employing a 0° phase shift. The
drag signals have minimums occurring slightly before the minimums in the lift signals. Assuming
the lift minimum occurs during the upstroke, as is typical for flapping flight [9], the drag minimums
occur at the transition from downstroke to upstroke. The timing of the minimum coincides with
the unsteady mechanism known as rapid pitch-up.
A significant impact of such unsteady mechanisms is expected when the advanced ratio drops
below 10. While a precise flapping amplitude was not recorded, a flapping amplitude of 5° would
result in an advance ratio of 4.6 - well below the threshold. Figure 61 shows an image of the
flapping angle amplitude.

Leading-Edge

Figure 61: Overlaid still images from 60 Hz video of 5 Hz flapping at maximum and minimum flapping angle.
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6.4.3

10 Hz Flapping

Figure 62 shows the lift and drag forces for 10 Hz flapping at various phase shifts. The drag signals
have been filtered using a 4th order low-pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 20 Hz
to reduce the noise.
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Figure 62: Instantaneous lift and drag force signals for 10 Hz flapping at various phase shifts. The left figure shows
lift and right figure shows drag. Time is normalized to one flapping period. The start of each signal was chosen to
align the location of lift peaks on the figure.

The signals become noisier and less smooth as the input signal frequency approaches the recording
frequency of 80 Hz. For example, at 10 Hz, there are only 8 data points per flapping period.
At a flapping frequency of 10 Hz, the relationship between amplitude and phase shift changes
again. The observed 90° and 120° phase shift lift signals are smaller in amplitude than the 0°, 30°,
and 60° signals. At the faster frequency, a higher level of rotation may be required to cause the
wing to be parallel with the resultant airflow direction. In contrast to observations at 5 Hz, the
phase shifts with the lowest lift signal amplitudes do not have the lowest drag signal amplitudes at
10 Hz. Instead, the 30° and 60° phase shifts display the lowest drag values while also recording
high lift values.
The 30° and 60° drag signals have local minimums co-occurring with lift signal maximums. While
lift and drag are typically correlated, the lift force can be bent forward to act horizontally at high
flapping frequencies, thus reducing the net drag (refer to Section 1.2 for further explanation). The
observed minimums occur where the impact of the bent forward lift forces would be the largest.
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However, the overall drag force remains positive throughout the cycle, so the bent forward lift
force was insufficient to overcome drag.
Figure 63 shows the 10 Hz flapping with a 0° phase shift at the high and low ends of the flapping
cycle.

Leading-Edge

Figure 63: Overlaid still images from 60 Hz video of 10 Hz flapping at maximum and minimum flapping angle.

6.4.4

15 Hz Flapping

Figure 64 shows the lift and drag forces for 15 Hz flapping at various phase shifts. The drag signals
have been filtered using a 4th order low-pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 30 Hz
to reduce the noise.
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Figure 64: Instantaneous lift and drag force signals for 15 Hz flapping at various phase shifts. The left figure shows
lift and right figure shows drag. Time is normalized to one flapping period. The start of each signal was chosen to
align the location of lift peaks on the figure.

Like at 10 Hz flapping, the sample rate reduces the smoothness of the signal. There are only 5.33
data points per flapping period at 15 Hz.
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The relationship between amplitude and phase shift for the lift force signals at 15 Hz flapping is
reminiscent of the relationship at 10 Hz. The 90° and 120° phase shift signals are again smaller in
amplitude than the 0°, 30°, and 60° signals. Similar to the 10 Hz signals, the signals with the lowest
lift amplitudes do not possess the lowest drag signals at a flapping frequency of 15 Hz. The 60°
phase shift displays the lowest drag values.
The local drag force minimums observed in the 10 Hz flapping signals are not present at the higher
frequency. Instead, the drag minimums appear when the lift force travels from peak to valley.
Assuming the lift minimum occurs during the upstroke, the drag minimums appear during the
transition from downstroke to upstroke. The timing of this minimum coincides with rapid pitchup, echoing observations at 5 Hz. The net thrust may result from the rapid pitch-up mechanism in
these instances.
The impact of such unsteady mechanisms is again expected as the advanced ratio is less than 10.
A flapping amplitude of 1° would result in a ratio of 7.6. See Figure 65 for reference.

Leading-Edge

Figure 65: Overlaid still images from 60 Hz video of 15 Hz flapping at maximum and minimum flapping angle.

The 60° phase shift at 15 Hz appears to be the best performing experimental flight pattern,
according to the maximum average lift recorded in Figure 55 and minimum average drag recorded
in Figure 56. The phase and frequency combination also registered the maximum lift and the
second lowest drag in the simulation results. The experimental instantaneous lift and drag forces
are shown overlaid with simulation results in Figure 66 for further investigation.
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Figure 66: Instantaneous lift and drag force signals for 15 Hz flapping at a 60° phase shift. The left figure shows lift
and right figure shows drag. Time is normalized to one flapping period. Both modeled results and experimental
results are shown together for comparison.

The simulated lift forces in Figure 66 display a higher amplitude but a similar average value to
the experimental lift forces. The increased lift force amplitude is likely a result of the resonance
observed in the simulation. However, the drag values vary in both shape and amplitude. The
amplitude discrepancy may also be caused by the resonance, but the difference in shape is likely
not explained by resonance alone. The experimental drag force experiences a minimum as the
simulated drag force transitions from a minimum to a maximum force. As referenced earlier, the
experimental minimum coincides with the expected timing of the unsteady mechanism rapid pitchup. The presence of rapid pitch-up is likely to cause disagreement between experimental and
simulated values as the simulation does not account for unsteady mechanisms.
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6.4.5

20 Hz Flapping

Figure 67 shows the lift and drag forces for 20 Hz flapping at various phase shifts. The drag signals
are unfiltered.
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Figure 67: Instantaneous lift and drag force signals for 20 Hz flapping at various phase shifts. The left figure shows
lift and right figure shows drag. Time is normalized to one flapping period. The start of each signal was chosen to
align the location of lift peaks on the figure.

The effect of noise is most apparent at 20 Hz as the data sampling rate is very close to the flapping
frequency. There are only four data points per flapping period at 20 Hz.
There is no clear relationship between amplitude and phase shift for the lift force signals at 20 Hz.
The 60° phase shift signal is offset higher than the others, but the amplitude is consistent between
all phases. One possible reason for the effect is the reduced flapping angle amplitude, as shown in
Figure 68. The small flapping angle prevents the phase shift from producing significant wing
rotation. The non-zero phase shifts displayed higher amplitude drag force signals despite the
constrained rotation, suggesting some wing rotation is still present.
Due to the high noise level, one must be cautious when drawing conclusions from the data.
Artifacts may play a prominent role and obscure the underlying truth. A higher frequency
recording system would likely be needed to make accurate observations of instantaneous lift and
drag at a frequency of 20 Hz.
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Leading-Edge

Figure 68: Overlaid still images from 60 Hz video of 20 Hz flapping at maximum and minimum flapping angle.
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7.0 CONCLUSION
A novel flapping-wing actuation design was developed and experimentally evaluated against
mathematical model analysis for the system’s ability to produce sustainable flight. The design was
unique in the utilization of dual piezoelectric actuators in forward-flight. Combining dual
actuation, piezoelectric actuators, and forward flapping flight confers several key benefits. Dual
actuation enables control of wing rotation. Piezoelectric actuators simplify the actuation
mechanism and eliminate the gear systems needed for motors, which can become clogged in
adverse conditions. Finally, forward flapping flight is more maneuverable than fixed-wing flight
and more efficient than rotary flight.
The wing and actuation mechanism designs were chosen based on existing successful flappingwing aerial systems and empirical data from biological flyers. The stated goal of the design was to
support a 20-gram system capable of generating a net thrust in addition to adequate lift.
A system model based on steady aerodynamic forces was developed to predict the performance of
the design. The model revealed several characteristics important to successful flight. First, the
model showed the compliance of piezoelectric actuators presents a complication in forward
flapping flight. Namely, the wings must carry the system's weight in the same direction of
actuation. As a result, the piezoelectric actuators must bear a non-zero average force. The average
force led to an offset for the actuator’s neutral position, which added constant stress to the actuator
and limited the overall mass of the system to approximately 6 grams.
Conversely, the mathematical model suggested PZT actuation can act synergistically with lift in
forward flight, creating a resonance-like behavior between 14 Hz and 16 Hz. In addition, the model
showed a resonant flapping frequency between 14 Hz and 16 Hz produces maximum lift and thrust
generation. The frequency range was higher than 11.44 Hz predicted by empirical data for 20gram biological flyers but agreed with the 15.84 Hz predicted result for 6-gram flyers. Lastly, the
model predicted wing rotation due to phase shifted dual actuation would lead to much better flight
characteristics at high frequencies than actuation without a phase shift.
The experimental results matched many of the trends observed in the mathematical model analysis.
The phase shifted actuation produced better flight characteristics than the non-phase shifted
actuation, especially at higher frequencies. Phase shifts of 30°, 60°, and 90° produced maximum
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lift and minimum drag between flapping frequencies of 11 Hz and 16 Hz, with performance
dropping off as flapping frequency increased above 16 Hz or decreased below 11 Hz. In addition,
instantaneous lift and drag forces recorded during flapping motion suggest wing rotation may
harness unsteady mechanisms such as rapid pitch-up. Instantaneous force recordings also indicated
the flapping wings successfully bent the lift force vectors forward in flight to create thrust.
Despite the observed impact of phase shifts, none of the tested frequencies or phase shifts
generated enough thrust to overcome drag. Furthermore, the lift of 3 grams-force produced by the
single wing likely limits the overall system mass to 6 grams or less for the size of the wing tested.
While the recorded lift forces did not meet the goal of supporting a 20-gram system, the possibility
of supporting a more lightweight system remains feasible. The Delfly Micro is the lightest
flapping-wing aerial system featuring a camera and weighs less than 3 grams [34]. The actuation
system presented in this thesis generated two times the lift necessary to support the Delfly Micro.
However, the current iteration of the design would require an additional thrust source to overcome
drag.
The modeled and experimental results demonstrate wing rotation leads to better flight
characteristics, especially at the higher flapping frequencies needed to produce adequate thrust.
While wing rotation can occur passively, dual actuation enables control of wing rotation and inflight adjustment of lift and drag characteristics. In addition, dual actuation allows for more total
force applied to the wing by the actuators and thus a better opportunity to produce the necessary
lift and thrust forces.

7.1 Future Work
There are several areas worthy of further study to identify the ideal arrangement for a successful
piezoelectric flapping-wing aerial system.
§

Alternatively sized and shaped wings can be systematically explored using the mathematical
model developed and analyzed in this research. A lighter and thinner wing may produce
sufficient thrust without sacrificing significant lift.

§

The wind tunnel used in the research was limited by small size and minimum wind speed. A
complete two-wing system could be tested in a larger wind tunnel. In addition, lower speeds
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may be better for smaller systems and enable testing at different angles of flight without
overwhelming the actuators.
§

Additional actuators acting on the same wing would increase the developed torque and open
the door to heavier and stiffer wing materials like Willow Glass or solar cells.

§

Custom-shaped piezoelectric actuators can minimize mass without sacrificing actuation
characteristics [16]. Alternatively shaped and more mass-efficient actuators may be critical in
developing a lightweight air-worthy system.

§

A spring mechanism supporting the wings in flight may be explored to reduce the offset of the
actuator’s neutral position in flight. A properly selected spring would allow the actuators to
maintain a natural neutral position, likely extending the actuator’s time to failure. A design
similar to the Wu et al. concept in Figure 7 may be appropriate.

§

The fabricated wings and linkages presented in this work likely introduced significant
variability. More advanced fabrication techniques like those explored by Wood et al. and
Anderson may improve efficacy and reduce variability [5], [11].

§

A system model combining finite element analysis and computational fluid dynamics may
provide additional insight into the aerodynamics of the flapping wing system.

§

The durability of a final system in a harsh environment must be tested to confirm the potential
benefits conferred by piezoelectric actuation over traditional motorized systems.

§

To fully assess the feasibility of piezoelectric actuators in forward flight, a complete system
featuring an onboard battery, two wings, and a camera must be built. The voltage management
system is likely the most critical as the high voltage signals needed for PZT actuation require
additional components beyond what is required for motorized flight.
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9.0 Appendix
9.1 MATLAB Code
9.1.1

PZT Actuated Flight Model - Main Script

Associated Simulink diagram can be found in Section 9.2.
% PZT Actuated Flight Drag Model
% Quinn O'Rourke
% MS Thesis
clear all, close all
%% Set key variables
p_air = 1.225; % density of air kg/m3
d_pz = .005; % actuation arm length
LC = 5.8; % lift coefficient to be multiplied by sin(aoa)
DC = LC/5; % drag coefficient
U_wind = 3; % wind speed
g = 9.8; % gravity
m_bar = .0012*.06; % mass of center support
m_wing = 0.7/1000; % 0.7 grams
m_film = (.06*.06+1/4*pi*.06^2)*.0168;
J_sparf = 1/3*.0012*.12 * .12^2 + 1/2*1/3*m_film*.12^2; % moment of inertia
for front spar
J_sparb = 1/3*.0012*.10 * .10^2 + 1/2*1/3*m_film*.12^2; % moment of inertia
for back spar

%C_L = 2*pi*aoa
%% Piezo motion model
% assuming 2nd order with coupling factor between systems
T_s = .1333; % piezo settling time
wd = 58*2*pi; % damped natural frequency for piezo actuators
kpf = 0.23/.0025; % front piezo k value
mpf = 0.00069; % approximated mass using 2nd order model
bpf = .0413; % approximated damping coefficient using 2nd order
kpb = .23/.0025; % back piezo k value
mpb = 0.00069; % approximated mass using 2nd order model
bpb = .0413; % approximated damping coefficient using 2nd order
offset = 25;
psi = .23/160; % relationship between voltage and pzt force, front actuator
voltpeak = 160; % max voltage delivered
freqlist = 1:20; % Hz
phaselist = 0:30:120; % degrees phase delay between front and back actuators
base_a = 0;% base angle of attack
wshape_a = 5; % aoa offset caused by wing camber
tfinal = 3;
dt = 1/80;
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%% Lift and Drag model
wing_leny = .12; % wing length y
wing_lenx = .08; % wing length x
w_radius = .06; % wing curve radius
dy = .001; % y delta
c_y = zeros(wing_leny/dy,1);
w_y = zeros(wing_leny/dy,1);
for i = 1:length(c_y)
w_y(i) = (i-1)*dy+dy/2;
if w_y(i) <= (wing_leny-w_radius)
c_y(i) = wing_lenx;
else
dist_temp = (w_y(i)-(wing_leny-w_radius)); % variable for how far
into curve we are
c_y(i) = wing_lenx-(w_radius(dist_temp/tan(asin(dist_temp/w_radius))));
end
end
%%
for i = 1:length(freqlist)
for j = 1:length(phaselist)
freq = freqlist(i); % Hz
phase = phaselist(j); % degrees phase delay between front and back
actuators
sim('WingPZT_ModelB')
lift_avg(i,j) = mean(lift(1/dt:2/dt))/9.8*1000;
drag_avg(i,j) = mean(drag(1/dt:2/dt))/9.8*1000;
amp(i,j) = (max(sparf_a(1/dt:2/dt))min(sparf_a(1/dt:2/dt)))*180/pi/2;
disp([num2str(100*((i1)*length(phaselist)+j)/(length(phaselist)*length(freqlist))) '%'])
end
end
%%
for i = 1:length(phaselist)
figure(1)
plot(freqlist,lift_avg(:,i),'+','MarkerSize',10,'LineWidth',1)
hold on
figure(2)
plot(freqlist,drag_avg(:,i),'+','MarkerSize',10,'LineWidth',1)
hold on
figure(3)
plot(freqlist,amp(:,i),'+','MarkerSize',10,'LineWidth',1)
hold on
figure(4)
plot(freqlist,lift_avg(:,i),'+','MarkerSize',10,'LineWidth',1)
hold on
end
figure(1)
legend('0¬∞ Phase','30¬∞ Phase','60¬∞ Phase','90¬∞ Phase','120¬∞
Phase','Location','Southwest')
xlabel('Flapping Frequency Hz')
ylabel('Mean Lift Force (grams force)')
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set(gca,'FontSize',14,'Linewidth',2)
axis([0 21 2 3.5])
figure(2)
legend('0¬∞ Phase','30¬∞ Phase','60¬∞ Phase','90¬∞ Phase','120¬∞
Phase','Location','Southwest')
xlabel('Flapping Frequency Hz')
ylabel('Mean Drag Force (grams force)')
set(gca,'FontSize',14,'Linewidth',2)
axis([0 21 -.5 1.5])
figure(3)
legend('0¬∞ Phase','30¬∞ Phase','60¬∞ Phase','90¬∞ Phase','120¬∞
Phase','Location','Northeast')
xlabel('Flapping Frequency Hz')
ylabel('Flapping Amplitude (degrees)')
set(gca,'FontSize',14,'Linewidth',2)
axis([0 21 0 70])
figure(4)
legend('0¬∞ Phase','30¬∞ Phase','60¬∞ Phase','90¬∞ Phase','120¬∞
Phase','Location','Southwest')
xlabel('Flapping Frequency Hz')
ylabel('Mean Lift Force (grams force)')
set(gca,'FontSize',14,'Linewidth',2)
axis([0 21 0 4])

9.1.2

Aerodynamic Forces Function - User Defined Function

function [L,D,mean_aoa,rect_a, torq_L, U_adjusted, L_adj, D_adj,pow,Re] =
fcn(sparf_a,sparb_a,sparf_adot,sparb_adot,c_y,w_y,U_wind,LC,DC,p_air,base_a,w
shape_a)
L = 0; % initializing lift
D = 0; % initializing drag
L_adj = 0; % initializing adjusted lift
D_adj = 0; % initializing adjusted drag
aoa_sum = 0; % initializing angle of attack
kv_air = 15.52e-6; % air kinematic viscosity m2/s
Re = 0; % initializing reynolds number
torq_L = 0; % initializing torq
dy = w_y(2) - w_y(1);
for i = 1:length(c_y)
h_f = w_y(i)*sin(sparf_a); % height of front edge of section
h_b = w_y(i)*sin(sparb_a); % height of back edge of section
a_vel = mean([sparf_adot sparb_adot]); % average velocity of section
a_avg = mean([sparf_a sparb_a]); % average angle of spars
U_combinedV = [U_wind; -a_vel*w_y(i)]; % velocity components: air flow
and flapping
U_adjusted = norm(U_combinedV); % magnitude of combined velocity
rect_a = atan2(-a_vel*w_y(i),U_wind); % rectifying angle based on
components of combined velocity
aoa_adjusted = asin((h_f-h_b)/(norm([(h_fh_b);c_y(i)])))+rect_a+base_a*pi/180; % adjusted aoa based on rectifying
angle
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C_D = DC*abs(sin(aoa_adjusted+wshape_a*pi/180)); % calculate coefficient
of drag based on aoa
aoa_sum = aoa_sum + aoa_adjusted; % record aoa so that average may be
found at end
if aoa_adjusted > 15*pi/180 % cap aoa at 15 degrees because lift does not
increase significantly beyond 15
aoa_adjusted = 15*pi/180;
elseif aoa_adjusted < -15*pi/180
aoa_adjusted = -15*pi/180;
end
C_L = LC*sin(aoa_adjusted+wshape_a*pi/180); % find coefficient of lift
based on aoa
L_adjusted = (.5 * p_air * C_L * U_adjusted^2 * c_y(i) * dy); % calculate
lift perpindicular to adjusted aoa
D_adjusted = (.5 * p_air * C_D * U_adjusted^2 * c_y(i) * dy); % calculate
drag parallel to adjusted aoa
rot = [cos(rect_a), -sin(rect_a); sin(rect_a), cos(rect_a)]; % create
rotation matrix to move forces back to ref frame
res_V = rot*[D_adjusted;L_adjusted]; % transform lift and drag forces to
ref frame
D_rect = res_V(1);
L_rect = res_V(2);
L_adj = L_adj + L_adjusted*cos(a_avg); % record adjusted lift
D_adj = D_adj + D_adjusted; % record adjusted drag
L = L + L_rect*cos(a_avg); % record lift in ref frame
D = D + D_rect; % record drag in ref frame
torq_L = torq_L + L_rect*w_y(i); % record torq caused by lift force
Re = Re + p_air*U_adjusted*c_y(i)/kv_air; % summing up Re # for each
section, later to be averaged
end
pow = max(-torq_L * a_vel,0); % instantaneous power, no negative power
mean_aoa = aoa_sum/length(c_y);
Re = Re/length(c_y);

9.1.3

Front PZT Actuation Function - User Defined Function

function dpz_Fpz_costheta = fcn(meq, ceq, keq, psi, dpz, offset, V, theta,
theta_dot)
offset = offset*pi/180; % Account for neutral position offset
% calculate Fpz without thetadotdot
Fpz = psi*V - meq*(-dpz*theta_dot*sin(theta))-...
ceq*dpz*theta_dot*cos(theta)-keq*dpz*sinh(theta+offset);
% apply wing angle and dpz to identify actual torque
dpz_Fpz_costheta = dpz*Fpz*cos(theta);

9.1.4

Back PZT Actuation Function - User Defined Function

function dpz_Fpz_costheta = fcn(meq, ceq, keq, psi, dpz, offset, V, theta,
theta_dot)
offset = offset*pi/180;% Account for neutral position offset
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% calculate Fpz without thetadotdot
Fpz = psi*V - meq*(-dpz*theta_dot*sin(theta))-...
ceq*dpz*theta_dot*cos(theta)-keq*dpz*sinh(theta+offset);
% apply wing angle and dpz to identify actual torque
dpz_Fpz_costheta = dpz*Fpz*cos(theta);

9.1.5

Data Processing

This script loaded in experimental data, processed it, and produced the desired plots
% Data Processing
% Quinn O'Rourke
% MS Thesis
clear all, close all
%% Load Data first cohort
fignum = 1;
freqlist = 1:10;
phaselist = 0:30:120;
for i = 1:length(freqlist)
for j = 1:length(phaselist)
if freqlist(i) > 9
freq = num2str(freqlist(i));
else
freq = ['0' num2str(freqlist(i))];
end
if phaselist(j) < 1
phase = '00';
else
phase = num2str(phaselist(j));
end
raw.(['f' freq]).(['p' phase]) = importdata(['logFile' freq 'hz'
phase 'p.txt']);
end
end
raw.f00.p00 = importdata('logFile00hz00p.txt');
raw.base = importdata('logFileBase.txt');
%% Load Data second cohort
freqlist = 1:10;
phaselist = 0:30:120;
for i = 1:length(freqlist)
for j = 1:length(phaselist)
if freqlist(i) > 9
freq = num2str(freqlist(i));
else
freq = ['0' num2str(freqlist(i))];
end
if phaselist(j) < 1
phase = '00';
else
phase = num2str(phaselist(j));
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end
rawB.(['f' freq]).(['p' phase]) = importdata(['logBFile' freq 'hz'
phase 'p.txt']);
end
end
rawB.f00.p00 = importdata('logBFile00hz00p.txt');
rawB.base = importdata('logFileBase.txt');
%% Load Data third cohort
freqlistC = 5:20;
phaselistC = 0:30:120;
for i = 1:length(freqlistC)
for j = 1:length(phaselistC)
if freqlistC(i) > 9
freq = num2str(freqlistC(i));
elseif freqlistC(i) == 20
freq = num2str(20);
else
freq = ['0' num2str(freqlistC(i))];
end
if phaselist(j) < 1
phase = '00';
else
phase = num2str(phaselistC(j));
end
rawC.(['f' freq]).(['p' phase]) = importdata(['logCFile' freq 'hz'
phase 'p.txt']);
end
end
rawC.f00.p00 = importdata('logCFile14hz120p.txt');
rawC.base = importdata('logFileBase.txt');
%% ID base level drag
no_wind_drag = mean(raw.base.data(1:30,3));
with_wind_drag = mean(raw.base.data(750:1750,3));
base_drag = with_wind_drag - no_wind_drag;
no_wind_lift = mean(raw.base.data(1:30,2));
with_wind_lift = mean(raw.base.data(750:1750,2));
base_lift = no_wind_lift - with_wind_lift;
%% ID avg lift and drag for each trial
% identify starting position of consistent flapping, first cohort
startsA = [1085 984 726 1101 913; 1307 1042 638 707 792;...
1171 813 581 700 814; 1025 805 662 683 759; ...
859 731 820 615 729; 864 858 750 952 944; ...
846 593 571 954 718; 989 1019 835 656 986; ...
806 743 899 683 781; 954 1131 655 1377 827];
% identify ending position of consistent flapping, first cohort
endsA = [1942 1943 810 1789 1557; 2238 2009 1219 1395 1442; ...
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2206
1599
1849
1631

1518 1284 1364 1129; 1175 1139 1386 1437 1005; ...
1472 1432 1356 1521; 1711 1533 1517 1692 1884; ...
674 1267 1138 1549; 1738 1718 1438 1480 1594; ...
1385 1569 1363 1628; 1892 1820 1654 1989 1947];

% identify starting position of consistent flapping, second cohort
startsB = [1469 1127 938 1212 1250; 967 860 943 1104 1095;...
1026 956 942 1607 904; 928 936 881 1018 1155; ...
1169 914 1168 951 1087; 857 909 1037 1082 1123; ...
836 851 942 987 1044; 818 913 1054 1255 1130;...
777 847 1056 1246 1092; 783 1003 1134 1289 1232];
% identify ending position of consistent flapping, second cohort
endsB = [2133 1821 1794 2070 2202; 1482 1330 1463 1578 1613; ...
1457 1444 1518 1724 1508; 1488 1454 1378 1707 1779; ...
1755 1431 1977 1468 1656; 1316 1412 1583 1714 1726; ...
1316 1381 1459 1578 1670; 1335 1440 1561 1846 1787; ...
1227 1507 1602 2126 1638; 1265 1485 1711 1943 2042];
% identify starting position of consistent flapping, third cohort
startsC = [1203 1091 1216 1559 1112; 1672 1062 951 1364 1067; ...
1006 1229 910 1117 972; 1143 1051 873 803 928;...
1201 1094 1041 931 1041; 1164 1133 1120 871 1026;...
1063 1074 947 820 1009; 980 1092 1069 966 1015;...
1175 1263 989 891 917; 999 1072 1079 905 1117; ...
1236 1161 1055 854 934; 1160 1005 939 929 884; ...
1147 1126 1088 1171 970; 1090 934 1055 990 1163; ...
958 932 1063 977 927; 995 1005 1115 1500 1015];
% identify ending position of consistent flapping, third cohort
endsC = [1649 1486 1456 1833 1982; 2102 1549 1108 1635 1282; ...
1460 1646 983 1449 1806; 1637 1556 1496 1727 1465; ...
1869 1696 1958 1408 1213; 1783 1700 1576 1387 1104;...
1690 1770 1650 1219 1939; 1717 2431 1992 1682 1630;...
1908 2096 1689 1671 1617; 1637 1698 1852 1316 1731; ...
1775 1774 1101 943 1673; 1831 1660 1465 1627 1523; ...
1956 1798 1831 1762 1591; 1840 1526 1766 1047 1903; ...
1062 1606 1746 1045 1804; 1785 1757 1798 1620 1127];

% identify starting position of stationary wing
starts0 = [750 560 750];
% identify ending position of stationary wing
ends0 = [1750 1120 942];
%%
for i = 1:length(freqlist)
for j = 1:length(phaselist)
if freqlist(i) > 9
freq = num2str(freqlist(i));
else
freq = ['0' num2str(freqlist(i))];
end
if phaselist(j) < 1
phase = '00';
else
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phase = num2str(phaselist(j));
end
% first round of analysis
analysis.(['f' freq]).(['p' phase]).base_lift = ...
mean(raw.(['f' freq]).(['p' phase]).data(1:10,2));
analysis.(['f' freq]).(['p' phase]).base_drag = ...
mean(raw.(['f' freq]).(['p' phase]).data(1:10,3));
analysis.(['f' freq]).(['p' phase]).avg_lift = ...
analysis.(['f' freq]).(['p' phase]).base_lift...
- mean(raw.(['f' freq]).(['p'
phase]).data(startsA(i,j):endsA(i,j),2))- base_lift;
avg_lift(i,j) = analysis.(['f' freq]).(['p' phase]).avg_lift;
analysis.(['f' freq]).(['p' phase]).avg_drag = ...
mean(raw.(['f' freq]).(['p'
phase]).data(startsA(i,j):endsA(i,j),3))...
- analysis.(['f' freq]).(['p' phase]).base_drag - base_drag;
avg_drag(i,j) = analysis.(['f' freq]).(['p' phase]).avg_drag;
% second round of analysis
analysisB.(['f' freq]).(['p' phase]).base_lift = ...
mean(rawB.(['f' freq]).(['p' phase]).data(1:10,2));
analysisB.(['f' freq]).(['p' phase]).base_drag = ...
mean(rawB.(['f' freq]).(['p' phase]).data(1:10,3));
analysisB.(['f' freq]).(['p' phase]).avg_lift = ...
analysisB.(['f' freq]).(['p' phase]).base_lift...
- mean(rawB.(['f' freq]).(['p'
phase]).data(startsB(i,j):endsB(i,j),2))- base_lift;
avg_liftB(i,j) = analysisB.(['f' freq]).(['p' phase]).avg_lift;
analysisB.(['f' freq]).(['p' phase]).avg_drag = ...
mean(rawB.(['f' freq]).(['p'
phase]).data(startsB(i,j):endsB(i,j),3))...
- analysisB.(['f' freq]).(['p' phase]).base_drag - base_drag;
avg_dragB(i,j) = analysisB.(['f' freq]).(['p' phase]).avg_drag;
end
end
% third cohort analysis
for i = 1:length(freqlistC)
for j = 1:length(phaselistC)
if freqlistC(i) > 9
freq = num2str(freqlistC(i));
elseif freqlistC(i) == 20
freq = num2str(20);
else
freq = ['0' num2str(freqlistC(i))];
end
if phaselistC(j) < 1
phase = '00';
else
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phase = num2str(phaselistC(j));
end
analysisC.(['f' freq]).(['p' phase]).base_lift = ...
mean(rawC.(['f' freq]).(['p' phase]).data(1:10,2));
analysisC.(['f' freq]).(['p' phase]).base_drag = ...
mean(rawC.(['f' freq]).(['p' phase]).data(1:10,3));
analysisC.(['f' freq]).(['p' phase]).avg_lift = ...
analysisC.(['f' freq]).(['p' phase]).base_lift...
- mean(rawC.(['f' freq]).(['p'
phase]).data(startsC(i,j):endsC(i,j),2))- base_lift;
avg_liftC(i,j) = analysisC.(['f' freq]).(['p' phase]).avg_lift;
analysisC.(['f' freq]).(['p' phase]).avg_drag = ...
mean(rawC.(['f' freq]).(['p'
phase]).data(startsC(i,j):endsC(i,j),3))...
- analysisC.(['f' freq]).(['p' phase]).base_drag - base_drag;
avg_dragC(i,j) = analysisC.(['f' freq]).(['p' phase]).avg_drag;
end
end
% first round of analysis zero case
analysis.f00.p00.base_lift = ...
mean(raw.f00.p00.data(1:10,2));
analysis.f00.p00.base_drag = ...
mean(raw.f00.p00.data(1:10,3));
analysis.f00.p00.avg_lift = ...
analysis.f00.p00.base_lift...
- mean(raw.f00.p00.data(starts0(1):ends0(1),2))- base_lift;
avg_lift0 = analysis.f00.p00.avg_lift;
analysis.f00.p00.avg_drag = ...
mean(raw.f00.p00.data(starts0(1):ends0(1),3))...
- analysis.f00.p00.base_drag - base_drag;
avg_drag0 = analysis.f00.p00.avg_drag;
% second round of analysis zero case
analysisB.f00.p00.base_lift = ...
mean(rawB.f00.p00.data(1:10,2));
analysisB.f00.p00.base_drag = ...
mean(rawB.f00.p00.data(1:10,3));
analysisB.f00.p00.avg_lift = ...
analysisB.f00.p00.base_lift...
- mean(rawB.f00.p00.data(starts0(2):ends0(2),2))- base_lift;
avg_liftB0 = analysisB.f00.p00.avg_lift;
analysisB.f00.p00.avg_drag = ...
mean(rawB.f00.p00.data(starts0(2):ends0(2),3))...
- analysisB.f00.p00.base_drag - base_drag;
avg_dragB0 = analysisB.f00.p00.avg_drag;
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% third round of analysis zero case
analysisC.f00.p00.base_lift = ...
mean(rawC.f00.p00.data(1:10,2));
analysisC.f00.p00.base_drag = ...
mean(rawC.f00.p00.data(1:10,3));
analysisC.f00.p00.avg_lift = ...
analysisC.f00.p00.base_lift...
- mean(rawC.f00.p00.data(starts0(3):ends0(3),2))- base_lift;
avg_liftC0 = analysisB.f00.p00.avg_lift;
analysisC.f00.p00.avg_drag = ...
mean(rawC.f00.p00.data(starts0(3):ends0(3),3))...
- analysisC.f00.p00.base_drag - base_drag;
avg_dragC0 = analysisC.f00.p00.avg_drag;
%% means
phaselistD = 0:30:120;
for j = 1:length(phaselistD)
for i = 1:4
meanlift(i,j) = mean([avg_lift(i,j),avg_liftB(i,j)]);
meandrag(i,j) = mean([avg_drag(i,j),avg_dragB(i,j)]);
end
for i = 5:10
meanlift(i,j) = mean([avg_lift(i,j),avg_liftB(i,j),avg_liftC(i4,j)]);
meandrag(i,j) = mean([avg_drag(i,j),avg_dragB(i,j),avg_dragC(i4,j)]);
end
for i = 11:20
meanlift(i,j) = mean([avg_liftC(i-4,j)]);
meandrag(i,j) = mean([avg_dragC(i-4,j)]);
end
end
meanlift0 = mean([avg_lift0 avg_liftB0 avg_liftC0]);
meandrag0 = mean([avg_drag0 avg_dragB0 avg_dragC0]);
%% plotting mean values
figure(fignum)
fignum = fignum+1;
plot(1:20,meandrag(:,:),'+','MarkerSize',10,'LineWidth',1)
legend('0¬∞ Phase','30¬∞ Phase','60¬∞ Phase','90¬∞ Phase','120¬∞
Phase','Location','Southwest')
xlabel('Flapping Frequency Hz')
ylabel('Mean Drag Force (grams force)')
set(gca,'FontSize',14,'Linewidth',2)
axis([0 21 -.5 1.5])
figure(fignum)
fignum = fignum+1;
plot(1:20,meanlift(:,:),'+','MarkerSize',10,'LineWidth',1)
legend('0¬∞ Phase','30¬∞ Phase','60¬∞ Phase','90¬∞ Phase','120¬∞
Phase','Location','Southwest')
xlabel('Flapping Frequency Hz')
ylabel('Mean Lift Force (grams force)')
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set(gca,'FontSize',14,'Linewidth',2)
axis([0 21 0 3.5])
%% 1 Hz Lift
[b, a] = butter(2,.1,'low');
figure(fignum)
fignum = fignum+1;
plot(0:1/80:(2),filtfilt(b, a, analysisB.f01.p00.base_liftrawB.f01.p00.data(startsB(1,1)+40:startsB(1,1)+120+80,2)),'Linewidth',1)
hold on
plot(0:1/80:(2),filtfilt(b, a, analysisB.f01.p30.base_liftrawB.f01.p30.data(startsB(1,2)+120:startsB(1,2)+200+80,2)),'Linewidth',1)
plot(0:1/80:(2),filtfilt(b, a, analysisB.f01.p60.base_liftrawB.f01.p60.data(startsB(1,3)+40:startsB(1,3)+200,2)),'Linewidth',1)
plot(0:1/80:(2),filtfilt(b, a, analysisB.f01.p90.base_liftrawB.f01.p90.data(startsB(1,4)+124:startsB(1,4)+204+80,2)),'Linewidth',1)
plot(0:1/80:(2),filtfilt(b, a, analysisB.f01.p120.base_liftrawB.f01.p120.data(startsB(1,5)+44:startsB(1,5)+144+60,2)),'Linewidth',1)
legend('0¬∞ Phase','30¬∞ Phase','60¬∞ Phase','90¬∞ Phase','120¬∞
Phase','Location','Southwest')
xlabel('Normalized Time')
ylabel('Instantaneous Lift Force (grams force)')
set(gca,'FontSize',14,'Linewidth',2)
axis([0 2 0 5])
%% 5 Hz Lift
figure(fignum)
fignum = fignum+1;
plot(0:1/16:(2),analysisC.f05.p00.base_liftrawC.f05.p00.data(startsC(1,1)+9:startsC(1,1)+41,2),'Linewidth',1)
hold on
plot(0:1/16:(2),analysisC.f05.p30.base_liftrawC.f05.p30.data(startsC(1,2)+9:startsC(1,2)+41,2),'Linewidth',1)
plot(0:1/16:(2),analysisC.f05.p60.base_liftrawC.f05.p60.data(startsC(1,3)+9:startsC(1,3)+41,2),'Linewidth',1)
plot(0:1/16:(2),analysisC.f05.p90.base_liftrawC.f05.p90.data(startsC(1,4)+7:startsC(1,4)+39,2),'Linewidth',1)
plot(0:1/16:(2),analysisC.f05.p120.base_liftrawC.f05.p120.data(startsC(1,5)+9:startsC(1,5)+41,2),'Linewidth',1)
legend('0¬∞ Phase','30¬∞ Phase','60¬∞ Phase','90¬∞ Phase','120¬∞
Phase','Location','Southwest')
xlabel('Normalized Time')
ylabel('Instantaneous Lift Force (grams force)')
set(gca,'FontSize',14,'Linewidth',2)
axis([0 2 0 5])
%% 10 Hz Lift
figure(fignum)
fignum = fignum+1;
plot(0:1/(8):(2),analysisC.f10.p00.base_liftrawC.f10.p00.data(startsC(6,1)+5:startsC(6,1)+21,2),'Linewidth',1)
hold on
plot(0:1/(8):(2),analysisC.f10.p30.base_liftrawC.f10.p30.data(startsC(6,2)+5:startsC(6,2)+21,2),'Linewidth',1)
plot(0:1/(8):(2),analysisC.f10.p60.base_liftrawC.f10.p60.data(startsC(6,3)+5:startsC(6,3)+21,2),'Linewidth',1)
plot(0:1/(8):(2),analysisC.f10.p90.base_liftrawC.f10.p90.data(startsC(6,4)+5:startsC(6,4)+21,2),'Linewidth',1)
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plot(0:1/(8):(2),analysisC.f10.p120.base_liftrawC.f10.p120.data(startsC(6,5)+5:startsC(6,5)+21,2),'Linewidth',1)
legend('0¬∞ Phase','30¬∞ Phase','60¬∞ Phase','90¬∞ Phase','120¬∞
Phase','Location','Southwest')
xlabel('Normalized Time')
ylabel('Instantaneous Lift Force (grams force)')
set(gca,'FontSize',14,'Linewidth',2)
axis([0 (2) 0 5])
%% 15 Hz Lift
figure(fignum)
fignum = fignum+1;
plot(0:1/(80/15):(2+1/(80/15)),analysisC.f15.p00.base_liftrawC.f15.p00.data(startsC(11,1)+3:startsC(11,1)+14,2),'Linewidth',1)
hold on
plot(0:1/(80/15):(2+1/(80/15)),analysisC.f15.p30.base_liftrawC.f15.p30.data(startsC(11,2)+3:startsC(11,2)+14,2),'Linewidth',1)
plot(0:1/(80/15):(2+1/(80/15)),analysisC.f15.p60.base_liftrawC.f15.p60.data(startsC(11,3):startsC(11,3)+11,2),'Linewidth',1)
plot(0:1/(80/15):(2+1/(80/15)),analysisC.f15.p90.base_liftrawC.f15.p90.data(startsC(11,4)+3:startsC(11,4)+14,2),'Linewidth',1)
plot(0:1/(80/15):(2+1/(80/15)),analysisC.f15.p120.base_liftrawC.f15.p120.data(startsC(11,5)+3:startsC(11,5)+14,2),'Linewidth',1)
legend('0¬∞ Phase','30¬∞ Phase','60¬∞ Phase','90¬∞ Phase','120¬∞
Phase','Location','Southwest')
xlabel('Normalized Time')
ylabel('Instantaneous Lift Force (grams force)')
set(gca,'FontSize',14,'Linewidth',2)
axis([0 (2.062) 0 5.5])
%% 20 Hz Lift
figure(fignum)
fignum = fignum+1;
plot(0:1/(4):(2),analysisC.f20.p00.base_liftrawC.f20.p00.data(startsC(16,1)+6:startsC(16,1)+14,2),'Linewidth',1)
hold on
plot(0:1/(4):(2),analysisC.f20.p30.base_liftrawC.f20.p30.data(startsC(16,2)+7:startsC(16,2)+15,2),'Linewidth',1)
plot(0:1/(4):(2),analysisC.f20.p60.base_liftrawC.f20.p60.data(startsC(16,3)+7:startsC(16,3)+15,2),'Linewidth',1)
plot(0:1/(4):(2),analysisC.f20.p90.base_liftrawC.f20.p90.data(startsC(16,4)+2:startsC(16,4)+10,2),'Linewidth',1)
plot(0:1/(4):(2),analysisC.f20.p120.base_liftrawC.f20.p120.data(startsC(16,5)+3:startsC(16,5)+11,2),'Linewidth',1)
legend('0¬∞ Phase','30¬∞ Phase','60¬∞ Phase','90¬∞ Phase','120¬∞
Phase','Location','Southwest')
xlabel('Normalized Time')
ylabel('Instantaneous Lift Force (grams force)')
set(gca,'FontSize',14,'Linewidth',2)
axis([0 2 0 5])
%% 1 Hz Drag
[b, a] = butter(2,.1,'low');
figure(fignum)
fignum = fignum+1;
plot(0:1/80:(2),filtfilt(b, a, rawB.f01.p00.data(startsB(1,1)40:startsB(1,1)+120,3)-analysisB.f01.p00.base_drag-base_drag),'Linewidth',1)
hold on
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plot(0:1/80:(2),filtfilt(b, a,
rawB.f01.p30.data(startsB(1,2)+120:startsB(1,2)+200+80,3)analysisB.f01.p30.base_drag-base_drag),'Linewidth',1)
plot(0:1/80:(2),filtfilt(b, a,
rawB.f01.p60.data(startsB(1,3)+40:startsB(1,3)+200,3)analysisB.f01.p60.base_drag-base_drag),'Linewidth',1)
plot(0:1/80:(2),filtfilt(b, a,
rawB.f01.p90.data(startsB(1,4)+124:startsB(1,4)+204+80,3)analysisB.f01.p90.base_drag-base_drag),'Linewidth',1)
plot(0:1/80:(2),filtfilt(b, a,
rawB.f01.p120.data(startsB(1,5)+44:startsB(1,5)+144+60,3)analysisB.f01.p120.base_drag-base_drag),'Linewidth',1)
legend('0¬∞ Phase','30¬∞ Phase','60¬∞ Phase','90¬∞ Phase','120¬∞
Phase','Location','Southeast')
xlabel('Normalized Time')
ylabel('Instantaneous Drag Force (grams force)')
set(gca,'FontSize',14,'Linewidth',2)
axis([0 2 0 1.5])
%% 5 Hz Drag
[b, a] = butter(2,.2,'low');
figure(fignum)
fignum = fignum+1;
plot(0:1/16:(2),filtfilt(b, a,
rawC.f05.p00.data(startsC(1,1)+9:startsC(1,1)+41,3)analysisC.f05.p00.base_drag-base_drag),'Linewidth',1)
hold on
plot(0:1/16:(2),filtfilt(b, a,
rawC.f05.p30.data(startsC(1,2)+9:startsC(1,2)+41,3)analysisC.f05.p30.base_drag-base_drag),'Linewidth',1)
plot(0:1/16:(2),filtfilt(b, a,
rawC.f05.p60.data(startsC(1,3)+9:startsC(1,3)+41,3)analysisC.f05.p30.base_drag-base_drag),'Linewidth',1)
plot(0:1/16:(2),filtfilt(b, a,
rawC.f05.p90.data(startsC(1,4)+7:startsC(1,4)+39,3)analysisC.f05.p30.base_drag-base_drag),'Linewidth',1)
plot(0:1/16:(2),filtfilt(b, a,
rawC.f05.p120.data(startsC(1,5)+9:startsC(1,5)+41,3)analysisC.f05.p30.base_drag-base_drag),'Linewidth',1)
legend('0¬∞ Phase','30¬∞ Phase','60¬∞ Phase','90¬∞ Phase','120¬∞
Phase','Location','Southwest')
xlabel('Normalized Time')
ylabel('Instantaneous Drag Force (grams force)')
set(gca,'FontSize',14,'Linewidth',2)
axis([0 2 0 1.5])
%% 10 Hz Drag
[b, a] = butter(2,.4,'low');
figure(fignum)
fignum = fignum+1;
plot(0:1/(8):(2),filtfilt(b, a,
rawC.f10.p00.data(startsC(6,1)+5:startsC(6,1)+21,3)analysisC.f10.p00.base_drag-base_drag),'Linewidth',1)
hold on
plot(0:1/(8):(2),filtfilt(b, a,
rawC.f10.p30.data(startsC(6,2)+5:startsC(6,2)+21,3)analysisC.f10.p30.base_drag-base_drag),'Linewidth',1)
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plot(0:1/(8):(2),filtfilt(b, a,
rawC.f10.p60.data(startsC(6,3)+5:startsC(6,3)+21,3)analysisC.f10.p60.base_drag-base_drag),'Linewidth',1)
plot(0:1/(8):(2),filtfilt(b, a,
rawC.f10.p90.data(startsC(6,4)+5:startsC(6,4)+21,3)analysisC.f10.p90.base_drag-base_drag),'Linewidth',1)
plot(0:1/(8):(2),filtfilt(b, a,
rawC.f10.p120.data(startsC(6,5)+5:startsC(6,5)+21,3)analysisC.f10.p120.base_drag-base_drag),'Linewidth',1)
legend('0¬∞ Phase','30¬∞ Phase','60¬∞ Phase','90¬∞ Phase','120¬∞
Phase','Location','Southwest')
xlabel('Normalized Time')
ylabel('Instantaneous Drag Force (grams force)')
set(gca,'FontSize',14,'Linewidth',2)
axis([0 (2) -.5 1.5])
%% 15 Hz Drag
[b, a] = butter(2,.6,'low');
figure(fignum)
fignum = fignum+1;
plot(0:1/(80/15):(2+1/(80/15)),filtfilt(b, a,
rawC.f15.p00.data(startsC(11,1)+3:startsC(11,1)+14,3)analysisC.f15.p00.base_drag-base_drag),'Linewidth',1)
hold on
plot(0:1/(80/15):(2+1/(80/15)),filtfilt(b, a,
rawC.f15.p30.data(startsC(11,2)+3:startsC(11,2)+14,3)analysisC.f15.p30.base_drag-base_drag),'Linewidth',1)
plot(0:1/(80/15):(2+1/(80/15)),filtfilt(b, a,
rawC.f15.p60.data(startsC(11,3):startsC(11,3)+11,3)analysisC.f15.p60.base_drag-base_drag),'Linewidth',1)
plot(0:1/(80/15):(2+1/(80/15)),filtfilt(b, a,
rawC.f15.p90.data(startsC(11,4)+3:startsC(11,4)+14,3)analysisC.f15.p90.base_drag-base_drag),'Linewidth',1)
plot(0:1/(80/15):(2+1/(80/15)),filtfilt(b, a,
rawC.f15.p120.data(startsC(11,5)+3:startsC(11,5)+14,3)analysisC.f15.p120.base_drag-base_drag),'Linewidth',1)
legend('0¬∞ Phase','30¬∞ Phase','60¬∞ Phase','90¬∞ Phase','120¬∞
Phase','Location','Southwest')
xlabel('Normalized Time')
ylabel('Instantaneous Drag Force (grams force)')
set(gca,'FontSize',14,'Linewidth',2)
axis([0 (2.062) -.5 1.5])
%% 20 Hz Drag
[b, a] = butter(2,.8,'low');
figure(fignum)
fignum = fignum+1;
plot(0:1/(4):(2),filtfilt(b, a,
rawC.f20.p00.data(startsC(16,1)+6:startsC(16,1)+14,3)analysisC.f20.p00.base_drag-base_drag),'Linewidth',1)
hold on
plot(0:1/(4):(2),filtfilt(b, a,
rawC.f20.p30.data(startsC(16,2)+7:startsC(16,2)+15,3)analysisC.f20.p30.base_drag-base_drag),'Linewidth',1)
plot(0:1/(4):(2),filtfilt(b, a,
rawC.f20.p60.data(startsC(16,3)+7:startsC(16,3)+15,3)analysisC.f20.p60.base_drag-base_drag),'Linewidth',1)
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plot(0:1/(4):(2),filtfilt(b, a,
rawC.f20.p90.data(startsC(16,4)+2:startsC(16,4)+10,3)analysisC.f20.p90.base_drag-base_drag),'Linewidth',1)
plot(0:1/(4):(2),filtfilt(b, a,
rawC.f20.p120.data(startsC(16,5)+3:startsC(16,5)+11,3)analysisC.f20.p120.base_drag-base_drag),'Linewidth',1)
legend('0¬∞ Phase','30¬∞ Phase','60¬∞ Phase','90¬∞ Phase','120¬∞
Phase','Location','Southwest')
xlabel('Normalized Time')
ylabel('Instantaneous Drag Force (grams force)')
set(gca,'FontSize',14,'Linewidth',2)
axis([0 2 -6 6])
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9.2 Simulink Diagram
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9.3 C++ Code (Arduino)
9.3.1

Data Acquisition

#include <Arduino.h>
#include "HX711.h"
// objects
HX711 scale_lift;
HX711 scale_drag;
HX711 scale; // for calibration
// functions
void calibration();
// ports
#define DOUT_lift 6
#define CLK_lift 7
#define DOUT_drag 3
#define CLK_drag 2
// variables
float calibration_factor_lift = 12050;
float calibration_factor_drag = 11500;
float calibration_test = calibration_factor_drag;
float start_time_mic = 0;
float time_check;
double
double
double
double
double

cal_sumtest = 0;
cal_avg = 0;
current_time_sec = 0;
current_lift;
current_drag;

void setup() {
//calibration(); // ony used for calibration
scale_lift.begin(DOUT_lift, CLK_lift);
scale_lift.set_scale(calibration_factor_lift);
scale_lift.set_offset(-190556); //Reset the scale to 0
scale_drag.begin(DOUT_drag, CLK_drag);
scale_drag.set_scale(calibration_factor_drag);
scale_drag.set_offset(-71600); //Reset the scale to 0
Serial.begin(115200);
Serial.println("Time (sec),Lift (g),Drag (g)");
/*
long zero_factor = scale_drag.read_average(100); //Get a baseline reading
Serial.print("Drag Zero factor: ");
Serial.println(zero_factor);
zero_factor = scale_lift.read_average(100); //Get a baseline reading
Serial.print("Lift Zero factor: ");
Serial.println(zero_factor);
scale_lift.set_scale(calibration_factor_lift);
scale_drag.set_scale(calibration_factor_drag);
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*/
}

start_time_mic = micros();

void loop() {
// scale_lift.get_units();
current_time_sec = (micros() - start_time_mic) / 1000000;
//time_check = micros();
Serial.print(current_time_sec, 3);
//scale_lift.get_units();
//scale_drag.get_units();
Serial.print(", ");
Serial.print(scale_lift.get_units(), 3);
Serial.print(", ");
Serial.println(scale_drag.get_units(), 3);
}
void calibration()
{
Serial.begin(115200);
Serial.println("HX711 calibration sketch");
Serial.println("Remove all weight from scale");
Serial.println("After readings begin, place known weight on scale");
Serial.println("Press + or a to increase calibration factor");
Serial.println("Press - or z to decrease calibration factor");
scale.begin(DOUT_drag, CLK_drag);
scale.set_scale();
scale.tare(); //Reset the scale to 0
long zero_factor = scale.read_average(); //Get a baseline reading
Serial.print("Zero factor: ");
//This can be used to remove the
need to tare the scale. Useful in permanent scale projects.
Serial.println(zero_factor);
double cal_sumtest = 0;
double cal_avg = 0;
while (1)
{
scale.set_scale(calibration_test); //Adjust to this calibration factor
cal_sumtest = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < 100; i++)
{
cal_sumtest = cal_sumtest + scale.get_units();
}
cal_avg = cal_sumtest / 100.0;
Serial.print("Reading: ");
Serial.print(cal_avg, 4);
Serial.print(" grams"); //Change this to kg and re-adjust the calibration
factor if you follow SI units like a sane person
Serial.print(" calibration_factor: ");
Serial.print(calibration_test);
Serial.println();
if (Serial.available())
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{

}

char temp = Serial.read();
if (temp == '+' || temp == 'a')
calibration_test += 10;
else if (temp == '-' || temp == 'z')
calibration_test -= 10;

}

}

9.3.2

Calibration

/*
Setup your scale and start the sketch WITHOUT a weight on the scale
Once readings are displayed place the weight on the scale
Press +/- or a/z to adjust the calibration_factor until the output readings
match the known weight
Use this calibration_factor on the example sketch
This example assumes pounds (lbs). If you prefer kilograms, change the
Serial.print(" lbs"); line to kg. The
calibration factor will be significantly different but it will be linearly
related to lbs (1 lbs = 0.453592 kg).
Arduino pin 2 -> HX711 CLK
3 -> DOUT
5V -> VCC
GND -> GND
Most any pin on the Arduino Uno will be compatible with DOUT/CLK.
The HX711 board can be powered from 2.7V to 5V so the Arduino 5V power is
acceptable.
*/
#include "HX711.h"
#include <Arduino.h>
#define DOUT 3
#define CLK 2
HX711 scale;
float calibration_factor = 12050; //-7050 worked for my 440lb max scale setup
void setup() {
Serial.begin(9600);
Serial.println("HX711 calibration sketch");
Serial.println("Remove all weight from scale");
Serial.println("After readings begin, place known weight on scale");
Serial.println("Press + or a to increase calibration factor");
Serial.println("Press - or z to decrease calibration factor");
scale.begin(DOUT, CLK);
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scale.set_scale();
scale.tare(); //Reset the scale to 0
long zero_factor = scale.read_average(); //Get a baseline reading
Serial.print("Zero factor: "); //This can be used to remove the need to
tare the scale. Useful in permanent scale projects.
Serial.println(zero_factor);
}
double sumtest = 0;
double avg = 0;
void loop() {
scale.set_scale(calibration_factor); //Adjust to this calibration factor
sumtest = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < 100; i++)
{
sumtest = sumtest + scale.get_units();
}
avg = sumtest / 100.0;
Serial.print("Reading: ");
Serial.print(avg, 4);
Serial.print(" grams"); //Change this to kg and re-adjust the calibration
factor if you follow SI units like a sane person
Serial.print(" calibration_factor: ");
Serial.print(calibration_factor);
Serial.println();

}

if(Serial.available())
{
char temp = Serial.read();
if(temp == '+' || temp == 'a')
calibration_factor += 5;
else if(temp == '-' || temp == 'z')
calibration_factor -= 5;
}
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